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NEXT FOCUS: EXCAVATION/EARTHMOVING/AGGREGATE/QUARRIES
BRAND NEW 8-25
TONNES - 80SB,
135MSR, 130X2LC,
160X2, 210X2 & 235X3

RENTALS OF EXCAVATORS
WITH ATTACHMENTS

Quality,
Reconditioned
Equipment
Since 1976
Reduced Pricing

Sales, Rentals &
Rental Purchase
JOHN DEERE -

SNOW REMOVAL GRADERS

Ex-Municipal Units with Snow
Wings and Snow Tires

• 872G (2012) - 6150 Hours,
Front Hydraulics
• 772G (2015) - 5974 Hours,
Front Hydraulics
• 772GP (2011) - 6866 Hours,
Front Lift Group
• 772GP (2010) - 6273 Hours,
Front Lift Group

See our ad on A15

705-566-8190
416-770-7706

www.bmcdowell.com
sales@bmcdowell.com

(416) 640-1442
For a free quote visit:

www.ontariobw.ca

info@aldenequipmentinc.com

1-800-268-0182

Contact John or Mark at: 1-800-265-5747
SEE OUR AD
or
ON PAGE A6 Rosaire in Timmins at: 1-705-268-3311
www.marcelequipment.com

ÉQUIPEMENT

CONDEROC
EQUIPMENT

SALES | INSTALLATION | RENTALS
• Electronic traffic control
• Light Towers
• Delineation
• Truck Mounted

• Signage/Custom Signage Attenuation
• Barrier Walls
• Crash/Impact Attenuation
• Crowd Control & Fencing

WE ARE YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR

TRAFFIC SAFETY SOLUTIONS!

SHREDDER
R E C YC L I N G S O LU T I O N

FE
INTERRUPTED

647-235-0807• 450-745-0303
www.conderoc.com

Jobsite Power
from SOMMERS
50 kW to 1 MW

1.800.690.2396

sales@creightonrock.com

EPIROC
BANG BUCK

RENTALS • SALES • SERVICE

FOR
THE

• In stock, ready to rent!
• Trailered or skid mount
• Multiple voltages
• Touchscreen controls
• Rental cables
www.sommersgen.com
sales@sommersgen.com

1911-305 EJ Front Cover 3.24x2.92 4C.indd 1

1-855-625-0941

WE ARE EXCITED
TO BE THE NEW
ONTARIO DEALER
FOR:

BREAKER
TRADE-IN
EXTRAVAGANZA

1-866-TOPLIFT • www.toplift.com

WWW.CRDCREIGHTON.COM
BUCKET ARMOUR

2019-01-17 11:33 AM

PROTECT YOUR LEADING ASSETS WITH
DOMITE® BUCKET ARMOUR

LOADSTAR TRAILERS INC.
Leading in Trailing

DISCOUNTS ON ALL ESCO BUCKETS FOR ALL MAKES !

See our ad on page A10

Jim Walsh
jwalsh@essltd.com
416-358-3192

www.essltd.com
since 1946

LOADSTAR TRAILERS INC.
LOWBEDS - TAG-A-LONGS 905-885-0744
WWW.DOMITE.COM

//

100% CANADIAN MADE

Publications Mail Agreement: 40063867

TRANSPORTERS - SPECIALIZED
LARGE OR SMALL LOADSTAR PARON CAN OFFER THEM ALL
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CRUSHING

Hub Equipment .............................................................. B16
Hultdins.......................................................................... A13

CEDARAPIDS 380

Hydrolexc....................................................................... A20

MVP380X Rollercone, 300 hp, 3 deck screen,
42” wide main feed conveyor, 42” underscreen
fines conveyor, 42” wide undercrusher conveyor.

Industrial Trailers............................................................ A14
JR Brisson...................................................................... A19

IN STOCK

Jade Equipment................................................................ A9
JCB Dealers.................................................................... A24
LBX Link-Belt Excavators.................................................. B4

SCREENING

Loadstar Trailers........................................................ A1,A10

CHIEFTAIN 1700

Lund Appraisals.............................................................. A10

5’ x 16’ - 2 deck screen, 230 sq. ft. screening area,
14’ wide feed hopper, hyd. folding conveyors, hyd.
screen angle adjustment, fast set-up.

M-K Power Products ...................................................... B13
Magnum Attachments....................................................... A4

IN STOCK
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OBW Equipment................................................................ A1
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SANDOME RADIAL STACKER
90 x 36
Heavy duty construction, diesel/electric, hydraulic
top-fold, hydraulic axle jacks, hydraulic landing
gear, no escort needed.

IN STOCK

Pine Ridge Lisco Edwards............................................... A18
Powerscreen of Canada.................................................... A2

WASHING

Rubble Master.................................................................. A4

TEREX AGGRESAND

Shaw Bros. Quality Attachments..................................... A21

1 MACHINE, 2 SAND, 3 AGGREGATES

Simplicity Air..................................................................... A9

Combines aggregate washing and screening with
sand processing on a modular chassis. It brings
together tried and trusted Terex Washing Systems
components in an innovative modular design.

Sommers Motor Generators.............................................. A1
Strongco Corporation ....................................................... B2
Tarten Equipment Limited........................................ A18,B13
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The Gear Centre................................................................ B5
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TRAKPACTOR XH320SR

IN STOCK

11’ x 5’ screen & recirc. conveyor, double deck,
diesel power, magnet, ideal for recycling, demolition
and quarry.

Tri-City Equipment............................................................ B8
Wirtgen .......................................................................... A23
AUCTIONS
AllStar Auctions................................................................ B7
North Toronto Auction..................................................... B12
Ritchie Bros.................................................................... B15

Toll-Free: 1-877-797-7276
Email: psc@powerscreencanada.com
800 Farewell Street, Oshawa
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bauma announces the 15 finalists for its 2019 Innovation Awards
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

PRODUCTIVITY Shape construction’s future as a mentor
For the profit end of your machinery

1-877-640-2862
We specialize in:
• Tiltrotators
• Hydraulic Breakers
• Compactors
• Multi-Quick Processors
• Pulverizers

• Static Pulverizers
• Shears
• Screening Buckets
• Sorting Grapples

www.magnumattachments.com

Regardless of the industry, a
mentor can turn a job into
a career.
On Page B14 of this issue,
you will read about John
Carter’s impressive 60-year
career with JCB.
Carter’s six decades with
the company saw him work
in three countries with 15
job titles.
Throughout his time with
JCB, Carter was known for
sharing his wisdom with
his colleagues and inspiring
thousands of other employees.
“As much as John’s 60 years
of service to JCB is an incredible achievement, perhaps
his greatest contribution
comes not from how long
he served, but how he served,”
said Richard Fox-Marrs, JCB
North America president and
CEO.
In an industry first, the
Canadian Construction Association (CCA) is offering an
opportunity for newcomers
to the industry to receive
similar guidance.
With support from the National Research Council of
Canada Industrial Research
and Program (NRC IRAP)
and Canadian Construction
Innovations (CCI), the CCA

has introduced a mentorship
pilot program.
The program will match
aspiring entrepreneurs who
aim to create new solutions
for construction with industry leaders to help hone the
ideas or the roll out plans.
“CCA’s mission is to inspire
a progressive, innovative and
sustainable construction industry that consistently acts
with integrity,” said Mary
Van Buren, president of the
Canadian Construction Association.
“One of the challenges for
businesses developing new
solutions is gaining access to
executives in the industry to
get feedback on their solution and to gain adoption,”
she continued.
“Likewise, it can be difficult for the industry to learn
about leading-edge technology, innovations or solutions
that can dramatically improve their businesses.”
An advisory committee
of nine CCA and CCI board
members from across
Canada is assisting with
identifying and matching
mentors.
The program is in a pilot
phase until March 31.
“Our goal is to make this a

Bill Tremblay // Editor

editor@equipmentjournal.com

permanent program to spark
innovation in construction
by connecting the industry to
leading-edge entrepreneurs,”
Van Buren said.
A lot has changed since
Carter took his first job with
JCB as a cost clerk in the
United Kingdom. In fact, he
refers to his early days as “BC”
as in “Before Computers.”
It’s becoming increasingly
unlikely for employees to
stay with the same company
for one decade let alone six.
As well, new technologies
are consistently reshaping
how tasks are approached
and completed.
So, now seems like the
right time for the CCA to
match established knowledge with new ideas.

Crushing
and Screening
for Any Size Contractor
Best weight/performan
Save up to 30% in fuel

ce ratio

Track & crush at the sam
TO LEARN MORE VISIT:

e time

RUBBLEMASTER.COM OR CALL (800) 230-0418

CALL YOUR LOCAL
RUBBLE MASTER DEALER:
ONTARIO
AMACO
EQUIPMENT
(647) 493-9559

ALBERTA & BC

QUEBEC

TERRAFIRMA
EQUIPMENT
(587) 415-5030

VOGHEL
(514) 990-6636

@EQUIPJOURNAL
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Email: Matt.cassie@nortrax.com or call Matt at: (519) 239-7658

2010 John Deere 310SJ
Backhoe Loader

2014 John Deere 624K
Wheel Loader

2011 John Deere 700J
Crawler Dozer

2016 John Deere 210G LC
Excavator

2014 John Deere 2454D
Forestry Swing Machine

$59,000

$175,000

$95,000

$189,000

$265,000

2018 John Deere 310L
Backhoe Loader

2012 John Deere 624K
Wheel Loader

2016 John Deere 130G
Excavator

2012 John Deere 250G LC
Excavator

2002 John Deere 2054
Forestry Delimber

$125,000

$135,000

$199,000

$139,000

$55,000

2017 John Deere 310SL
Backhoe Loader

2015 John Deere 250D-II
ADT

2014 John Deere 180G LC
Excavator

2014 John Deere 350GLC
Excavator

2015 Tigercat H855C
Forestry Harvester

Over 20 Nortrax Canada Locations to Serve You.

WE STAND READY.

$129,000

$278,000

$149,000

$199,000

$365,000

2014 John Deere 410K
Backhoe Loader

2016 John Deere 650K
Crawler Dozer

2013 John Deere 210G LC
Excavator

2012 John Deere 450D LC
Excavator

2014 John Deere 1910E
Forestry Forwarder

$79,000

$189,000

$135,000

$189,000

$409,000
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SALES, RENTALS
&
RENTAL PURCHASE

LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
Contact John or Mark at:
1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123
Email: sales@marcelequipment.com
Rosaire in Timmins at: 705-268-3311

UNITS SOLD WITH WARRANTY
WE ALSO RENT EQUIPMENT
$CALL
(5) CAT 772 (2013)

4287-5116 Hours, Heated Bodies, Tailgates,
Inspected, Serviced and Work Ready

CONTACT MARK or JOHN

1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123

JOHN DEERE 750K LGP (2014)

4417 Hours, AC, 6 Way Blade, 33.5” Pads, Recent
New Undercarriage, Fire Extinguisher, Prewired
for Grade Control, Drawbar, Video is Available

From $210,000
(3) JOHN DEERE 772G/GP (2015-2010)

KOMATSU D65PX-17 (2014)

3992 Hours, Complete NEW Undercarriage,
36” Pads, AC, S Blade with Hydraulic Tilt, Rear
Hydraulics, Rear Camera, Very Clean Unit

CAT D6N XL (2013)

$CALL
CAT D6T XL (2013)

3677 Hours, AC, Engine Block Heater, 6 Way PAT
Blade, 24” Pads, Ripper Valve, Drawbar, Winch is
Available-Extra, Like New Unit

6985 Hours - 2995 Idle Hours, Cat Dealer
Maintained, Waste Handler, AC, Block Heater, 22”
Pads, NEW Undercarriage, SU Blade w/Trash Rack

$179,000

$215,000

$220,000
JOHN DEERE 872G (2012)

(5) KOMATSU HD325-7 (2013)

5410-6047 Hours, Heated Bodies, Tailgates,
Inspected, Serviced and Work Ready

$220,000

$210,000

$195,000

$CALL

KOMATSU WA430-6 (2011)

JOHN DEERE 744K (2014)

6878 Hours, AC, Ride Control, 5.25 CY Bucket,
NEW 26.5R25 Tires, Fenders, All Needed Repairs
and Servicing Completed, Unit Only Worked in a
Light Application, Nice Unit, Very Clean

Well Maintained Ex-Municipal Units, 59746886 Hours, AC, Snow Wings, 17.5R25 Tires,
Front Lift Groups, 14 Foot Moldboards With 2
Foot Extensions, Very Nice Units

6150 Hours, Ex-Municipal Unit, Block Heater,
AC, 17.5R25 Snow/Ice Tires, 14’ Moldboard plus
2’ Extension, Falls Series 2000 Snow Wing,
Video is Available

5632 Hours, AC, 5 CY GP Bucket, Coupler, 23.5R25
Tires, In Cab Bucket/Boom Positioner, Good
Clean Unit, We also have a Komatsu WA3207 Available

$255,000

$295,000

$465,000

From $295,000

8691 Hours – 2723 Idle Hours, AC, Autogrease,
Rear View Camera, 6.25 CY Bucket, Stick Steer,
Ride Control, 26.5x25 Tires, Used in Stockpile
Application

Unit Delivered New March 2015, 3552 Hours
– 1228 Idle Hours, Cat Dealer Maintained, AC,
7.5 CY Bucket, 29.5R25 Tires, Ride Control, Rear
View Camera, Cold Weather Arrangement

4017-5482 Idle Hours, CAT Dealer Maintained, AC, 26 Ton, 6x6, Diff Lock, Tailgate,
Rear View Camera, 23.5x25 Bridgestones, Cat
Dealer Inspected, 1 of 2 Available

$285,000

From $285,000

JOHN DEERE 824K (2012)

4290 Hours, AC, 6 CY Bkt w/Hydraulic Coupler,
3rd Valve, Ride Control, 26.5R25 Tires, Wheel Spin
Control, Axle Coolers, Fenders

$195,000
CAT 730 (2008)

11295 Hours, AC, Engine Block Heater, 750/65R25
Flotation Tires, Box Liner, 30 Ton, Heated Box, Good
Straight Truck, All Needed Repairs Completed

CAT 972M (2014)

CAT 980M (2014)

From $325,000
(2) CAT 730C (2015)

4844-5488 Hours, AC, Block Heater, 750/65R25
Flotation Tires, Bed Liner, Rear Cab Screen, Rear
View Camera, Heated Mirrors, 1 of 2 Units
Available

CAT 735B (2012)

6073 Hours – Idle Hours: 2943, AC, Block
Heater, Tailgate, Box Liner, Heated Box, 36 Ton,
26.5R25 Tires, Traction Control, Heated Mirrors,
Rear View Camera

(2) CAT 725C (2014)

(4) VOLVO A30F (2012)

4435-5646 Hours, AC, 23.5R25 Tires, Rear
View Camera, Tailgate, 31 Ton, Heated Boxes are
Available, 1 of 4 Units Available

VIEW our Complete Inventory at: www.marcelequipment.com
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The Bob-Dock: swap hydraulic attachments without leaving the cab
The new Bob-Dock hydraulic attachment mounting system
from Bobcat allows operators to stay in their cab when
swapping attachments.
To connect a hydraulic attachment to a compact loader
equipped with the Bob-Dock system, an operator lines

up the machine with the attachment’s Bob-Dock adaptor
plate. Then, the operator presses the Power Bob-Tach switch
inside the cab.
The Bob-Tach system secures the attachment, while the
Bob-Dock system automatically connects the hydraulics.
The attachment is then ready to use.
When the operator is finished using the attachment, they
retract the Bob-Tach wedges and pull away.
The hydraulics instantly release, providing simple, handsfree removal.
“You could never really do that from inside the cab before
with hydraulic attachments,” said Jason Boerger, marketing
manager of Bobcat Company.
“What we’ve done with this adaptor plate, and the whole
Bob-Dock system itself, is we’ve put a coupler block in the
Bob-Tach plate itself. So, within the plate is a coupler block
similar in theory to what you see in the arm.”
While the Bob-Dock allows the operator to stay in the
cab, it also reduces the amount of time required to change
an attachment from a few minutes to a few seconds.
“It’s literally pick it up, drop the levers like you would on
a bucket and keep moving,” Boerger said.
The Bob-Dock mounting system also prevents many
common operator errors, like failing to disconnect hydraulic
hoses before backing away from an attachment. The system
routes and protects auxiliary hydraulic hoses from tire and
track contact.
“There’s no hoses moving out, they’re all self-contained
so there’s less chance of snagging,” Boerger said.
“When we were out with our customers, they actually
bragged more about the uptime benefit than they did the
hands-free.”
While the Bob-Dock attachment mounting system’s
floating coupler block equips a loader with a hands-free
connection point, the standard couplers located on the
lift arm remain ready to use. Operators are able to utilize
the full lineup of approved Bobcat attachments – with or
without the Bob-Dock adaptor plate attached.
“You can use all of your older Bobcat attachments,”
Boerger said.
“It’s very universal in the fact that we made it easy for

customers to not have to change all their attachments.”
The Bob-Dock system will be available this spring for
M2-Series T630, T650, T740 and T770 compact track loaders;
S630, S650, S740 and S770 skid-steer loaders; and the A770
all-wheel steer loader.
Since 1983 Central Diesel
Service has specialized in
DEUTZ. In fact, we’re proud
to say “Nobody knows
Deutz products better,”
and we can prove it!

With this frigid cold winter, you
want your engine to be able to push
you through the cold and heavy
snow.
DEUTZ has the power and the
strength to do just that.
Maintenance is also key. We have
glow plugs, heater elements, and
parts, everything you need to keep
you pushing through.

CENTRAL DIESEL SERVICE
Solid Service Since 1983

6604 Davand Dr., Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2M3
Email: deutz@on.aibn.com

905-564-9444

Fax: 905-564-9313

FOR MORE USED EQUIPMENT, VISIT

USED GENERATORS & PARTS
WANTED USED GEN. SETS, INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE ENGINES
Dependable Alternative Toromont Rebuilt and Used Generator Sets. If you don’t see what you
want, call me and I’ll get it for you. A transformer can be used to reduce 600 to 480 volts.
For pictures please visit: www.toromontpowersystems.com

CAT 3508 Skid Mounted Gen Set
635 KW @ 600 Volt and 1200 RPM
New Surplus, ready to go

$285,000

Cummins Sound Attenuated Gen Set
300 KW @ 600 volt
6,000 original hours

$25,000

Low hour, ready to go

Engines

$295,000

• Various 3412 core engines available. Call for Pricing

Contact Pat McCart at Tel: 1 800-771-9145 or 705-436-7770, Cell: 416-522-8701
US PRICING SUBJECTED TO ACTUAL EXCHANGE RATES AT TIME OF SALE. ALL UNITS ARE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE.

Email: pmccart@toromont.com

USED & RESTORED PARTS

Recent Arrivals

Transmissions (all rebuilt and tested)

• 330B Rebuilt Swing drive p/n 114 1441
.............................................$6950 exchange
• 938, 950, 962 GP buckets, new take off’s
.................................................. $6200 and up
• New CAT 420 pin on front buckets, c/w
bolt on edge ...................................... $950 ea
• Numerous Fusion couplers, IT couplers all
new take off’s. ................................ $1800 ea
• 446D Side Dump new Cat unused 1.25 cu
yd .........................................................$16,500
• 430E 30’’ rear bucket, new CAT .........$1800
• Numerous Hydraulic cylinders rebuilt,
Excavator and loader.
• Numerous new Cat surplus cutting edges
and bucket teeth.

• Rebuilt 950G transmission, 114 8945
..........................................$18,300 exchange
• Rebuilt IT28G transmission p/n 2013318
..........................................$13,500 exchange
• Rebuilt 928G transmission p/n 177 0017
..........................................$14,500 exchange
• IT18F transmission (1082075)
..........................................$10,500 exchange
• 988B Transmission p/n 3P9094
..............................................$25,850 outright
• 924 transmission rebuilt. p/n 1807503
..........................................$11,200 exchange
• 980C rebuilt, p/n 6Y3197 heavy duty
arrangement. ..................$22,700 exchange
• New arrivals for tear down, 966H, 324D,
980G, 930H

Final Drives and Differentials

CAT C32 Sound Attenuated Gen Set
1000 kw at 600 volt, Tier 2

used.toromontcat.com

•
•
•
•
•

740 Final Drive, reconditioned, p/n 3710565 ..............................................................$22,500
324D Rebuilt final drives, new bearings/seals ..........................................................$10,500
365B Rebuilt final drive, P/N 136 2956 (2) ............................................................. $18,500 ea
345 Final drive 227 6045.................................................................................................$24,000
319/320/321/323 p/n 3530611 final drive open & insp .................................................$8,900

If we don’t stock it we will find it for you.
PLEASE CALL: ANDY x3067, GREG x5768, JOE x3068, SHAWN x3066

Phone: 705-436-7770 or 1 800-771-9145

|

Fax: 705-436-7820
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brandtused.ca
What are you looking for?
Searching for used equipment just
got a whole lot easier with advanced
searches, currency conversion and
monthly payment calculations. And
every machine is backed by Brandt –
the best-trained and committed after
sales support team in the business.

1-888-2-BRANDT
FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
FINANCING CUSTOMIZED,
FIND OUT MORE 1-855-711-4545
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√√PARTS
PARTS√√SALES
SALES√√SERVICE
SERVICE√√RENTALS
RENTALS
Pre-Owned Motor Graders & Wheel Loaders

New & Used Attachments

Curb Paving Equipment

Brush Cutters

Hot Box Asphalt Trailers

Street Cleaning Equip.

Agile Urban Machines

We look forward to seeing you at
these
ONTARIO TRADE SHOWS:

Cat boosts lifting performance
on new backhoes
Caterpillar has improved backhoe lifting
capacity by as much as 25 per cent on the
new Cat 440 and 450 centre pivot models.
The new addition to the Cat backhoe
loader line-up, the 440 boasts a 25 per cent
backhoe lifting improvement over the previous 430F2 and redesigned single tilt loader
arms provide parallel lift and versatility in a
multitude of applications. The new 450 offers
15 per cent higher backhoe lifting capacity
than the 450F and introduces a new cab for
improved comfort.
Lift and tilt breakout forces have also significantly increased on both the 440 and 450
to improve machine productivity.
As well, a more balanced weight design
and longer backhoe stabilizer legs improve
operating stability. The new stabilizer systems can be equipped with available guards
to prevent damage to the cylinder rod, and
optional leg plate guards prevent material
build-up on the underside of the stabilizer
leg.
The powertrain for both models are anchored by the Cat C4.4 ACERT engine that
meets Tier 4 Final emissions standards using
a service-free SCR solution for improved
operating efficiency.
The standard Autoshift transmission features a sixth gear for improved roading
performance, and an optional lock up torque
converter for improved torque and efficiency
on grades. New spring-applied hydraulically
released (SAHR) brakes provide simplified
operation of the parking brake.

New hydraulic infrastructure
A completely reengineered hydraulic infrastructure for the operator station features
seat-mounted controls to deliver a more
comfortable operating position. Electronic sensors embedded in the new design
automatically detect the seat position. The
controls stay with the operator regardless of
forward or reverse operation and eliminate
the pilot control pods for backhoe operation,
significantly increasing legroom at the rear
of the cab. The control design allows the
operator to sit at 45-degrees to the rear of the
cab for increased operating comfort when
truck loading and ditch clearing.

National Heavy Equipment Show
International Centre, Mississauga

Booth 3525 - March 28-29th
Association of Ontario Road
Supervisors
Chatham - Booths inside & outside

June 5-6th

10807 - 209 Street, Edmonton, AB T5S 1Z7
Toll Free: 1-800-663-0715 • Tel: 780-452-7021 • Fax: 780-453-1477
The backhoe loaders’ redesigned digital
display centre with soft keys allows for fast
and efficient setting of machine functions
and offers clear visibility of the fuel and water
temperature gauges and tachometer. Full
text diagnostic descriptions and instruction
pop-ups aid in efficient machine operation
and trouble-shooting.
Up to 25 different user codes can be stored
in the new models for operating security and
quick pattern changes.

Single-tilt loader arms
Both backhoe loaders are built with
common single-tilt loader arms. Electrical
sensors positioned at the tilt and lift arm
enable parallel arm movement for increased
material retention when lifting the loader
bucket and safe handling of palletized loads.
As well, in-cab, easy-to-set programmable
kick out allows the operator to establish
upper and lower arm positioning for repetitive work, like loading trucks. Additionally,
return-to-dig limits can be set for efficient
loader material excavation.
The 440 and 450 models can be retrofitted with the optional loader quick coupler
that delivers quick work tool changes and
increases versatility using the Cat Integrated
Tool Carrier (IT) system.
Twist-to-connect quick disconnects for
both the loader and backhoe arm attachments deliver fast connectivity. The new
backhoe loaders feature adjustable auxiliary
hydraulic flow to the work tool to efficiently
operate powered attachments.

47 Forest Plain Road, Oro-Medonte, ON L3V 0R4
Toll Free: 1-866-404-5233 • Tel: 705-325-2777 • Fax: 705-325-9777

www.jadeequipment.com

info@jadeequipment.com
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Wacker Neuson creates a new concept with dual view dumpers
Wacker Neuson is bringing a new perspective to material
handlers with the creation of the dual view dumpers.
The unique concept allows the entire operator’s console
to swivel 180 degrees, ensuring the operator is always facing
the task at hand. The DV series of dumpers provide optimal
visibility, regardless of the working direction or payload size.
When unloading, the operator looks in the direction of

416-801-6014
www.LundAppraisals.ca
kenlundappraiser@gmail.com

CPPAG Accredited - USPAP Compliant 2018/19

LOADSTAR

the skip, before driving, the operator swivels the seat and
console so he is facing in the driving direction.
The system is easy to operate; release the lock, and turn
the entire operating platform while working, dumping or
travelling. As well, the operator faces forward in road mode
for maximum travel speed of up to 30 km per hour.
The dual view concept provides a host of efficiency, safety
and convenience benefits, according to Wacker Neuson. All
main functions rotate with the seat, so the operator always
has the adjustable steering wheel, joystick handle with
skip functions, drive direction and horn, the throttle and
brake pedal and the multifunctional display in the correct
position for working.
It is more efficient for the operator to rotate the seat and
drive than to use time-consuming maneuvers and fuel to
reposition the machine between travelling, loading and
unloading. As well, the dual view dumpers provide an
enhanced degree of safety on the jobsite, as the operator
continually has an optimal view. Furthermore, a protection
guard is mounted to the skip to protect the operator’s station

“Large or Small

from material or impact by loading equipment.
Wacker Neuson’s dual view dumpers will be available
on the 6-ton DV60, 9-ton DV90 and 10-ton DV100 models.
All three models feature a hydrostatic drive that offer
intuitive operation and are available in either canopy or
cab versions.
The operator’s platform has ample head and legroom
and the multifunctional display includes a rearview camera
and lockable anti-vandalism protection. Cab models come
equipped with a high-efficiency HVAC system and optional
fully glazed cab to protect against elements and dust.
Wacker Neuson wheel dumpers function like a compact
dump truck with all terrain traction and improved maneuverability. The articulated machines feature dumping from
the front of the skip, or the skip can be rotated 90 degrees in
both directions to dump from either side. They are designed
for construction, landscape, golf course, cemetery, trail
and path maintenance, municipal and rental applications.
The dual view dumpers will be available in North America
later this year.

LOADSTAR-PARON

We Rent Trailers ... Call for Details!

Offers Them All”

6 Equal Interest Free Payments
On New Trailer Purchase

“Leading In Trailing”

LOADSTAR
TRAILERS INC.

905-885-0744

75 TON QUAD AXLE & JEEP
OUR THANKS TO
DEFAVERI CONSTRUCTON,
HAMILTON, ON. -1277599

75 TON QUAD AXLE
JEEP AND 40 TON TAG
OUR THANKS TO
PETERS EXCAVATING,
FORT ERIE, ON. -1277600

VISIT OUR UPDATED WEBSITE:
www.loadstartrailers.com

40 TON TAG
OUR THANKS TO CV QUARRY,
GUELPH, ON. -1277601

E-MAIL: info@loadstartrailers.com
2655 LAKESHORE ROAD,
PORT HOPE, ON L1A 3V9

75 TON QUAD AXLE
& JEEP
OUR THANKS TO DRAIN BROS.
NORWOOD, ON. -1277602

34 TON TAG

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK

OUR THANKS TO
O’HARA TRUCKING & EXCAVATING,
ST CATHARINES, ON. -1277603

MADE IN CANADA

34 TON 3 AXLE
“Premium Quality Engineered Products”

OUR THANKS TO
STRUCTURE SHORING,
OAKVILLE, ON -1277604

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE USED TRAILERS
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Bomag packs new tech into new commercial pavers
The new Bomag BF 300 series of 1.8 metre commercial
pavers are equipped with multiple tech enhancements,
including Magnalife, Sideview and a load control system.
The rubber tire BF 300 P-2 and BF 300 C-2 track pavers
are designed to improve paving quality and productivity,
while reducing costs on a range of applications.
The new BF 300 C-2 track paver offers hydraulically
variable paving widths from 1.7 metres to 3.4 metres.
Bomag screed extensions, available in 35- and 50-cm
widths, feature quick coupling technology that utilizes a
wedge-and-socket design with locking handle to quickly
extend maximum paving widths to 5 metres.
Available reduction skids allow for 71 cm paving widths,
which increases the paver’s flexibility for commercial
contractors.

Sideview
Equipped with Bomag’s patented Sideview system, the
paver’s operating console and seat are fully adjustable. The The BF 300 C-2 boasts patented Bomag Magmalife technology that heats the screed plates to paving temperatures in about 20 minutes.
entire operator’s platform shifts to the left and right, and
the seat can be swivelled to offer up to a 60-cm overhang,
giving the operator an unobstructed sightline to the hopper,
side of the paver and screed.
All machine functions are controlled directly from the
console, and intuitive switch positioning delivers a short
learning curve for new paver operators.

Screed features
The BF 300 C-2 boasts patented Bomag Magmalife technology that heats the screed plates to paving temperatures
in about 20 minutes.
Redefining screed heating, Magmalife heat elements
are cast into a single aluminum block that offers superior
thermal conductivity. In addition to quick heating, Magmalife delivers more uniform heat distribution through
the screed bottom for a tight mat texture without scuffing
or tearing.
Heated screed end-gates allow for joint matching to
increase mat longevity.
The BF 300 C-2 delivers the power and traction to pave
up to 25.4-cm thick mats. Proprietary Bomag Load Control
System (LCS) enables the operator to securely lock the
screed into position for a set duration after paver restart
to eliminate bumps in the mat.
Thanks to a large 9-tonne hopper capacity, the new
Bomag BF 300 C-2 track paver provides extended paving
intervals between asphalt deliveries to the jobsite.
Unique to the commercial class, the paver features a
hydraulically folding front hopper gate, in addition to
individually controlled hopper wings to clear asphalt.
Left and right independently controlled slat conveyor
assemblies channel material to the spread augers, and
the reversible slat bars are made with high wear-resistant
material for long service life.

SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION & MINING INDUSTRIES FOR OVER 50 YEARS

FEATURING A COMPLETE CUSTOMIZED LINE OF REMOTE CONTROLLED ROCK
BREAKER PEDESTAL BOOM SYSTEMS FOR MINING AND QUARRY USE

Complete choice of all sizes and functions to handle all requirements in extreme applications.
Such as far north operations, remote high mountain mines, and extreme cold and hot situations.
Worldwide locations served such as North, Central, South Americas, Asia, Africa, Australia,
Europe etc. Featuring customized remote operator control systems, extreme temperature
capabilities, 24/7 HD mine duty builds

No aftertreatment
Powered by a fuel-efficient 74 hp diesel engine, the
new BF 300 C-2 paver doesn’t require a diesel particulate
filter or diesel exhaust fluid to meet Tier 4 Final emissions
regulations.
Standard Bomag Ecomode active engine and hydraulics
management system substantially reduces fuel consumption by up to 20 per cent.
Demand-driven hydraulics deliver the exact power
required for machine functions, allowing engine noise
levels to be reduced to conversational levels.
Power for screed heating is provided by a 24-kW, 240-V
generator, belt-driven directly off the engine. Positioning
the generator under the sound-insulated hood and away
from the screed operator further lowers sound levels to
boost operating comfort.
The simplified aftertreatment system reduces engine
complexity to shorten maintenance time.
Engine side panels swing open to offer unhindered
access to engine, hydraulic systems and filters. As well,
shock-absorbing push rollers ensure smooth truck pick-up
without paver damage and alleviate deviations in the line.
The console’s toggle switches individually controls each
machine function and can be quickly replaced, keeping
maintenance costs and time to a minimum.

Easy to move
The BF 300 C-2 is compact, offering transport dimensions
of 5.1-metre length, 2.8-metre height and 1.9-metre width.
Even with the 35-cm extensions mounted to the screed,
the paver can be easily moved to and from the jobsite on
a flatbed trailer without permits.
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Ontario office:
(613) 542-1500
28 Steve Fonyo Dr., Kingston, ON
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Shaun Brown
Cell: (613) 532-4823
Office: (613) 542-1500
shaun_brown@tramac.com

Montreal Office:
(888) 663-8122
3421 Industriel Boulevard, Laval,
Que. H7L 4S3

Quebec City Office:
(418) 877-5557
1711 rte de L’aeroport #4,
L’ancienne Lorette, Que. G2G 2P4
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Innovation Award winners to be announce on bauma eve
When bauma returns to Munich in April,
the trade show will honour the best of future-focused innovations for the construction
machinery industry.
The 15 finalists for the bauma Innovation
Awards 2019 were announced at the bauma
Media Dialogue held on Jan. 28 in Munich.
The dialogue was preceded by a two-round
selection process to nominate the companies and institutes. The five winners will be
honoured in Munich on April 7, the evening
before bauma opens.
The bauma Innovation Awards will be
presented for the 12th time in the categories Machine, Components/Digital Systems,
Construction Process, Science/Research
and Design.
A total of 138 nominations were submitted
from around the world.
The jury will evaluate the entries on the
basis of criteria that apply to the industry and
its future. These criteria include questions like:
How practical is a solution? Or how much
economic potential does it have? According
to bauma, digitalization played a key role,
alongside environmental protection, sustainability, resource efficiency and humanization
of jobs. The key criteria in the Design category
are aesthetics and appearance or the link
between form and function.
The competition is a joint project led by
the German Engineering Federation, the
Main Association of the German Construction Industry, the Central Association of the
German Construction Industry, the German
Association of Building Materials—Rock and
Earth and bauma.
The nominees for the Innovation Award are:

Machinery

E-Power Pipe
Herrenknecht has developed a new method
to quickly and securely install small-diameter
cable protection pipes underground with
drive lengths of more than one kilometre.
Read more about E-Power Pipe on Page B3.
370 EC-B fiber
The new 370 EC-B fiber tower crane from
Liebherr features more load capacity, longer
service life and easier handling. The crane is
equipped with high-strength fibre rope, that
is around one-fifth the weight of conventional
steel rope, but has four times the lifespan and
is easier to use. The soLITE high-tensile fibre
rope has been developed over a period of 10
years by Liebherr and rope manufacturer
Teufelberger.
Milling machine with Mill Assist
For its large milling machine with Mill
Assist, Wirtgen has implemented the first
intelligent machine design in their new large
milling machine, which is capable of autonomously meeting the operator’s performance
and quality requirements. The entire milling

process is simulated and optimized in real
time.

Components/digital systems

Ion Dust Shield
Bomag’s Ion Dust Shield turns dust displacement into dust reduction for cold milling
machines, and protects both the operator and
the environment. Through the system, dust is
transported through an electric field, charged
positively, and attracted to the negatively
charged housing. In the process, the particulate matter clumps together permanently to
form less dangerous coarse dust.
DokaXact
DokaXact by Doka is an interactive sensorbased system that supports surveyors and site
crews as they quickly position and align wall
formwork for automatic climbing systems.
The process utilizes a measuring system that
is attached to defined points on the formwork
and communicates wirelessly with a central
processing unit.
Pave-TM
Moba’s Pave-TM Layer Thickness Measurement system continuously displays the
current thickness of paving. In conjunction
with four ultrasound sensors, the thickness Clockwise from top: Bomag’s Ion Dust shield; Liebherr’s 370 EC-B fiber tower crane; Mecalac’s TV1200 tandem
of the layer is detected contact-free and is vibrating compaction roller; and Wirtgen’s milling machine with Mill Assist.
displayed in real-time on the GDC-320 colour
display, helping to reduce costs and labour. Science/research
Institute for Technology for the removal of
Conti-E
reinforced concrete.
Construction Process
With reduced overall costs, raw materials
b-project
are used more sustainably by Conti-E Pulse Design
Bauer’s b-project software enables the crushing and the environmental impact of INTUSI
digital collection, linking and evaluation raw material production is reduced. Even
INTUSI (INTeractive USer Interface) conof all relevant data that is generated during smaller or more complex mineral deposits nects Liebherr construction machinery and
the execution of a construction project. By such as indium, tungsten, germanium that material handlers to the Internet of things
providing evaluations for process control, were not previously economically viable may (IoT). As well, it combines an intelligent operprocess optimization and billing, b-project be developed in an environmentally friendly ating logic with machine intelligence. With
will be able to digitally capture and display manner and used sustainably.
INTUSI, Liebherr has created a completely
nearly the entire construction site workflow.
Conti-E was created by the Technical Min- new, modern control environment.
ing Academy of Freiberg, Institute for Mineral
Worldwide mobile manufacturing
Processing Machines.
Mecalac TV1200
The hybrid towers of Max Bögl Wind AG
For the TV1200 tandem vibrating comare known for their high hub heights and Construction site 4.0
paction roller, Mecalac removed the roller’s
contribute to the efficient generation of elecDeveloped at the Technical University of steering column, changing the access and
tricity through wind power. Thanks to mobile Munich, Construction site 4.0 uses augmented driving style of this type of machine. The new
manufacturing, the production of concrete reality and Building Information Modelling concept is driven exclusively with a joystick on
segments is possible almost anywhere in (BIM) to bring new holographic technology the right console, improving driver comfort,
the world.
to the construction site. By using BIM data, view and safety.
which is displayed at the real construction site
Directorate Stuttgart
as 3D models using augmented reality goggles, Tracto-Technik
Through the chandelier supports for the operators or construction site planners are
For the latest generation of the Grundodrill
Stuttgart underground station, Ed. Züblin AG able to get all the relevant construction site HDD rigs, a special new design has been desets new standards in building construction information at a glance.
veloped to reflect the Tracto-Technik brand.
and civil engineering. Innovative processes
The design of the HDD system drill from
and digital processes work together in such a DefAhS
Tracto-Technik features a high-tech operway that existing limits of construction have
Through the DefAhS attachment, two dif- ator cabin with large panoramic windows
been extended. Züblin Timber's complex ferent methods are combined to create a providing an ideal overview of the HDD rig
free-form formwork makes it possible to one-of-a-kind machining tool: the removal and the jobsite.
implement new architecture.
mechanisms for crushing concrete and the
As well, the rig, which makes its world
cutting mechanisms for cutting metal. The premiere at bauma, has a reduced space
attachment was designed by the Karlsruhe requirement.
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NEW

Fixed Mount
MG SuperGrip
Grapples with
XR Rotators

for Excavators from
8 to 25 tonne capacity

www.hultdins.com
Contact: Hultdins Inc.
Tel: (519) 754-0044 Fax: (519) 754-1569
info@hultdins.com

See us on

Visit Us At Booth # 1116
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Kubota Canada expands its CTL range
Kubota Canada is diversifying its construction and
landscaping equipment
lineup with the introduction
of the new SVL65-2 compact
track loader.
The new compact track
loader is positioned in a
lighter rated operating capacity weight class than the
current SVL75-2 and the
SVL95-2 models.
The new unit will be available in Kubota dealerships
across Canada starting April
15th.
“Kubota Canada has set
the standard in the landscaping and construction market
worldwide, raising the bar
in engineering innovation,
power and performance with
user-friendly serviceability
in every one of the models
of our compact track loader lines,” said Bob Hickey,
president of Kubota Canada.

“With the latest SVL652, Kubota carries on with
its reputation for quality,
comfort and performance,
making it an ideal choice for
landscapers, rental companies and small contractors.”

Small size, big power
The SVL65-2 is powered by
a 68 hp engine and features
a rated operating capacity
of 952 kg at a 35 per cent lift
or1,360 kg at a 50 per cent
lift, a reach of 88.65 cm and
a hinge pin height of 301 cm.
The standard self-levelling feature can be engaged
with the flip of a switch and
keeps the bucket or forks
level, without the need to
manually adjust the angle.
As well, multi-function levers
provide control of all major
vehicle and attachment operations at your fingertips. The
SVL65-2 also features an Ad-

vanced Multifunction Valve
(AMV) for improved multifunctional operation and
allows for smooth operation
when using simultaneous
controls, such as auxiliary,
boom and bucket circuits, allowing operators to be more
productive throughout their
work day.
The AMV valve, makes running any attachment that
uses auxiliary hydraulics
easy, particularly attachments such as a grapple
bucket, a four-in-one bucket
or a hydraulic auger.

More comfort
While the overall footprint
of the new SVL65-2 is smaller,
the cab is equivalent in size
to the SVL75-2 and SVL95-2s,
providing ample room for
the operator and adding to
its comfort and convenience.
The cab also includes a

standard suspension seat
that offers ergonomically
placed armrests on the right
and left sides to minimize
operator fatigue.
Consistent with the larger models in Kubota’s SVL

RENTALSSALESSERVICE

ORION

45 Shepherd Road, Oakville, Ontario L6K 2G6

Series, the SVL65-2 features
a sliding front door — its signature feature — that can
be opened regardless of the
position of the bucket or
loader arm. Plus, full machine operation is possible
with the door open, when
desired.
“Our newest product in
the compact track loaders
category further strengthens
our construction equipment

line. The SVL line represents
our commitment to quality
and safety for all our customers from coast to coast,”
said Yannick Montagano,
vice-president of sales and
marketing at Kubota Canada.
“Offering this smaller-class
size compact track loader
to Canadian customers and
operators makes Kubota a
stronger player in this category.”

BETTER FORK LIFT TRUCKS

TimberPro acquired by
Komatsu America Corp

www.highreachinc.com

ORION Forklift Trucks
The Orion K Series forklifts are the most versatile, compact, highest
capacity user friendly rigger forklift in its class on the market. The
Orion K series is designed in house using the latest 3D CAD software,
our innovative features come from many years of experience from
our in house staff and working with our clients from our forklift and
crane rental division High Reach Inc.
MODEL: ORION K140 Forklift Truck
Max Capacity

140,000 lbs.

Travel Height

118’

Travel Width

102” (96” available)

Overall Width

228”

Max Boom Reach

26’

Wheelbase

150”

Max. Inner Fork Spread

73”

Fork Dimensions

96”x12”x5.5”

• Orion’s Quick-Change Rigger’s
Boom System
• 5.7 L GM engine
• Hydrostatic drive
• Hydraulic power fork locators
• Left or right-hand drive

• Highback operator suspension
seat
• Digital load scale
• Available full-function, digital radio
remote control

CANADIAN DEALER FOR:

ORION
BETTER FORK LIFT TRUCKS

T: (905) 844-4164 F: (905) 844-2135

INDUSTRIAL

Trailer
Supply Co.

25,000 to 140,000 lbs
capacity

17,000 to 140,000 lbs
capacity

• NEW • USED • RENTALS

2.5 – 25 tons
capacity

Komatsu America Corp. has entered into a definitive
agreement to acquire TimberPro Inc.
The acquisition is expected to close on April 1, subject
to completion of closing conditions.
“Acquiring TimberPro will strengthen the company’s
position in the full-tree-length market and enables us to
offer a highly competitive range of products for professional
logging,” said Rod Schrader, CEO of Komatsu America Corp.
Established in 2002, TimberPro is a Shawano, Wisconsin-based manufacturer of purpose-built forest machines
and attachments, including tracked feller bunchers and
harvesters, forwarders, wheeled harvesters and felling
heads.
In Canada, TimberPro machines are carried by eight
dealers throughout British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario
and Quebec.
Komatsu America Corp. is a U.S. subsidiary of Komatsu
Ltd., the world’s second largest manufacturer and supplier
of earth-moving equipment
About a year ago, Komatsu acquired the Quebec-based
forestry brands Quadco and Southstar attachment operations from Prenbec.

416-801-5292

Email: w.smith1@rogers.com
Yard Location: 402 Mulock Dr.
Newmarket, ON. L3Y 9B9

55 TON LOW BEDS IN PRODUCTION NOW!
SPECIALIZED SERIES -63553

BLACKTOP SERIES -40693

TAG SERIES

-63548

*Shown with optional covered rear frame and aluminum wheels.
CENTURY SERIES

-40691

ULTIMA SERIES -40692

Non ground bearing gooseneck. Four beam tapered design. Front folding ramps. 25’0” level deck. Boom well and bucket pocket
Equipped for pin on 4th axle. 275 rubber/aluminum wheels/ABS brakes LED lights Load bearing trunnions between wheels. -72413

LEASE AND FINANCE OPTIONS AVAILABLE

FIXED GOOSENECK SERIES -63549

Whether your hauling needs take you over or off-the-road, ROGERS trailers give you the reliability,
versatility and efficiency you need to lower your costs and improve you profits
The Ultimate in Trailers® ... since 1905
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Perkins launches new turbo engine
Perkins has introduced a fourth engine in the
24-hp class.
The engine company unveiled the 403J-11T
at The Rental Show, hosted by the American
Rental Association (ARA), in Anaheim, California. The new engine delivers 63.4 foot-pounds
of torque and is particularly suited to power the
small construction equipment that is popular
among North American rental fleets.
The 403J-11T is the latest addition to Perkins product range, joining three other 24-hp
engines in the line-up that meet Tier 4 Final
emission standards, and offers OEMs choice
at this power node.
“For this critical power of 24 hp, OEMs need
to balance multiple engine characteristics to
get the best match for their machines,” said
Oliver Lythgoe, marketing manager for small
engines at Perkins.
“The 403J-11T will be particularly suitable for
machines that need good torque performance,
but also need the smallest package possible.

“Many rental companies want to stock the
same equipment across the whole of North
America and these turbo engines are particularly good for maintaining performance even
at high altitudes and across a wide range of
temperatures.”
Drawing on more than 85 years of diesel
engine experience, the 403J-11T engine is
the latest release made possible by major
investments by Perkins in small engines. The
range is being transformed to include new
model introductions, upgrades for the latest
world emissions standards and upgrades in
power and torque.
However, investments extend beyond new
products like the Perkins 403J-11T. Other
areas of investment include the creation of
new manufacturing lines and implementing
automation technologies.
“Our OEM and rental customers appreciate our unique ability to collaborate with
them based on their needs, as well as provide

them with reliable, quality
products,” Andy Zuckerman,
Perkins manager of global
rental operations said.

Rental focus
Perkins engines are
backed by the company’s
one-of-a-kind Rental Support
Program that help manage the latest
emissions standards and improve bottom lines. The Perkins Rental Support
Program provides the necessary tools to
increase return on investment and enhance
the customer experience.

Flexible emission solutions
Perkins Tier 4 Final certified engines allow
rental companies and OEMs to use a single
supplier for all their engine needs across an based on a common core at each displacement,
entire fleet.
which requires little or no custom engineering
The engines feature a modular design for equipment sold in less-regulated markets.

Putzmeister’s new pump doesn’t require a commercial driver’s license
Putzmeister has unveiled a new pickup
pump series with the launch of the
Vehicle Series Pickup 70 (VSP 70).
The VSP 70 features a Putzmeister
Thom-Katt TK 70 mounted on a Dodge
Ram 5500 chassis with 8,845 kg gross
vehicle weight rating (GVWR), 3.45
metre side decks with folding side panels
and a flat centre deck.
The lighter weight of the chassis on
the new VSP series does not require
contractors to have a commercial driver’s license (CDL) to drive the truck

and the shorter design allows for easy
maneuverability in congested areas.
“This new truck-mounted design allows our customers more flexibility,”
said Bill Dwyer, vice president of sales
and marketing at Putzmeister.
“The ability to operate the truck
without a CDL license and the more
efficient vehicle configurations are tremendous assets to contractors looking
for a truck-mounted trailer pump. The
VSP series gives concrete industry professionals more flexibility in their fleet.”

416.770.7706 GTA
705.566.8190 SUDBURY

ATTACHMENTS FOR SALE & RENT
BUCKETS/ CLAMS DESCRIPTION
ACL0-168
ACL0-169
ACKL0-0002
ACKL0-0005
ACKL0-0008
ACKL0-0009
ACKL0-0011
ACKL0-0013
ACKL0-0015
ACKL0-0018
ACKL0-0019
ACKL0-0022
ACKL0-0025
ACKL0-0026
ACKL0-0028
ACKL0-0029
ACK10-0030
ACKL0-0032
ACKL0-0033
ACK10-0073
ACKL0-0074
ACK10-0076
ACK10-0077
ACKL0-0080
ACKL0-0081
ACKL0-0083
ACKL0-0085
ACKL0-0088
ACKL0-0090
ACKL0-0091
ACKL0-0092
ACKL0-0095
ACKL0-0096
ACKL0-0097
ACKL0-0098
ACKL0-0099
ACKL0-0100
ACKL0-0101
ACKL0-0102
ACKL0-0105
ACKL0-0106
ACKL0-0109
ACKL0-0112
ACKL0-0116
ACKL0-0119
ACKL0-0121
ACK10-0124
ACKL0-0125
ACKL0-0126
ACK10-0127
ACKL0-0128
ACKL0-0129
ACK10-0132
ACK10-0133
ACKL0-0134
ACKL0-0135
ACK10-0136
ACKL0-0137

988 GP BUCKET
MICHIGAN 175 BUCKET
SNOW BUCKET 416C CAT
H&H SNOW CASE 580SK BUCKET
DITCHING BUCKET 330B/C,76”
320C 60” DITCHING BUCKET
BUCKET NYE 66” WRIST-A-TWIST
CAT 330 BL-D54” 159-0464 1.94YD
76” DITCH BUCKET 330BL/330CL
60”DITCHING 318/320C/322/EL200
48”CAT 345/350L BUCKET
24”BUCKET 330 A/B/C
BATEMAN 48” BUCKET 345BL
39” 320BL/EL200B/318/322 BUCKE
40” 318,320,322,EL200 CAT BUCKE
48” 1.88CYD 330CL CAT BUCKET
48” 1.88CYD CAT BUCKET 330BC
42”CAT 330BC EXCAVATOR BUCKET
42”CAT 320/322BC EXCAV BUCKET
72” DITCHING BUCKET LX330
LBX210 W,1.07 CU.YD,RH97862
LBX330 54” BUCKET 2.53
CAT 36” BKT FOR CAT 235EX
CAT NEW BACK HOE 22”
CAT FRONT 95” 1.3 CU YD
ESCO 36” BUCKET LBX160X2
KAWASAKI 3 YD BUCKET
CASE 580L BUCKET
CAT 950H 3.75 BUCKET
BUCKET LBX240 24”@PINS
LBX 330/350 24”BUCKET@PINS
CAT 4YD FUSION BUCKET/KAWI 80
ESCO BUCKET 30”
ESCO BUCKET 36”
LBX 210,ESCO 42” BUCKET
ESCO 48” BUCKET
LBX 225,ESCO 42” BUCKET
Q/C TELESCOPIC FORKLIFT BUCKET
TH514 TELEHANDLER Q/C BUCKET
ESCO 36” EXC BUCKET W/ROCK TEE
ESCO 36” EXC BUCKET C/W TEETH
CAT 325D BUCKET 48”
LBX 160,ESCO 42”XL.14YD BUCKET
950G BUCKET
3.5 YD BUCKET FIT KAW 70ZV-2
966F BUCKET
IT28 GP BUCKET 2.25 CU YD
2 3/4 YD GP BUCKET
CAT 336 BUCKET (BL60-136)
CAT 14” BUCKET
CAT 54” 2.14 CYD BUCKET-HD
CAT 336D,54”,2.14YD BUCKET-SD
42” BUCKET CAT 235 S/N 8V86541
24” HD BUCKET
1.25 QY GP BUCKET
CAT 312/320 12” DITCHING BUCKE
CAT 320 12” DITCHING BUCKET
HENSLEY 16” DITCHING BUCKET

ACK10-0138
ACK10-0139
ACK10-0140
ACKL0-0141
ACKL0-0142
ACKL0-0143
ACKL0-0144
ACKL0-0145
ACK10-0148
ACK10-0148
ACKL0-0150
ACKL0-0151
ACKL0-0152
ACKL0-0154
ACKL0-0157

CAT 330 18” DITCHING BUCKET
H&H 16” DITCHING BUCKET
CAT 330 48” BUCKET
CAT 330 42” BUCKET
CAT 330 32” BUCKET
CAT BUCKET 980G CIS 128”
CAT 966F 118” WIDE BOCE
CRAIG LW CHIP BUCKET 966F
CAT 950M FUSION BUCKET 112”
BATEMAN KOMATSU WA420 118”
ESCO,60”,3.24 C/Y BUCKET 460
CAT 126” BUCKET 5.25CUYD
CAT 950 4YD 112” BUCKET
966H FUSION BUCKET
NYE 34” BUCKET

RENTAL PRODUCTS ONLY
ACKL0-0160
ACKL0-0161
ACKL0-0163
ACKL0-0164
ACKL0-0167
ACKL0-0170
ACKL0-0172
ACKL0-0174
ACKL0-0175
ACKL0-0176
ACK10-0180
ACK10-0182
ACKL0-0183
ACKL0-0187
ACKL0-0188
ACKL0-0189
ACKL0-0193
ACKL0-0194
ACKL0-0195
ACKL0-0196
ACKL0-0197
ACKL0-0198
ACK10-0199
ACKL0-0200
ACKL0-0201
ACKL0-0204
ACKL0-0205
ACKL0-0207
ACKL0-0208
ACKL0-0209
ACKL0-0210
ACKL0-0211
ACKL0-0214
ACKL0-0216
ACK10-0217
ACKL0-0219
ACKL0-0220
ACKL0-0223
ACKL0-0224
ACKL0-0225
ACKL0-0226
ACKL0-0227

LBX 48”XL.87 CUYD HOP BUCKET
LBX 54”X2.16 CU YD BUCKET
42”ESCO BUCKET LBX 280
CAT 6.0LCY FUSION BUCKET
CAT 24” 6.2 CU FT REAR BUCKET
CAT FUSION 99.7” X 3CUYD BKT
CAT 4.75YD BUCKET
BATEMAN MFG 72” DITCHING
BATEMAN IT STYLE 3YD BUCKET
BATEMAN 98” SNOW BUCKET
LBX210/225, 42” HDD BUCKET
42” HDD BUCKET, LBX210/225 2205LBS
CAT IT28,116”SIDE DUMP BUCKET
SEVERE DUTY BUCKET
LBX210,42” SEVER DUTY BUCKET
CAT 950M FUSION BUCKET 4.5GP
CAT 18” LOADER BUCKET 420DL
NYE 64” WRIST/TWIST BUCKET
SEC 72” DITCHING BUCKET
GENTEC 60” DITCHING BUCKET
CATIT28 8’ EXTENSION FOR BUCKE
CATIT28 8’ EXTENSION FOR BUCKET
3/4 YD EXCAVATOR BUCKET
36” 15/16 YD BKT LBC 160X2
LBX240,42” 1-9/16 YD
54”2-1/2 YD BUCKET LBX350X2
54” 2-7/8 YD BUCKET LBX 460X2
CF 36” BUCKET LBX160LX
60” BUCKET LBX 460/470
GENTEC 72” CLEANUP EXC BUCKET
GENTEC 60” EXCAVATOR BUCKET
CAT 24”DITCHING BUCKET 336D/E
CAT 60” BUCKET 336 D/E
ENTEK 24” BUCKET LBX 160
86” BUCKET CAT 330
BLADERSON LO8”HYD SIDE DUMP
CAT 245 BUCKET 2”W BASE-EDGE
KAWASAKI 65TMV 99.7” 2 1/4 YD
42” 1.25 CU YD DIGGING BUCKET
CAT IT38G SIDE DUMP 2.75YD
IT28 SNOW BUCKET 96” W
950 B/F BUCKET 9’W

ACKL0-0230 LBX 460 BUCKET
ACKL0-0231 WB HDT 42” L.31YD LBX210X2 BKT
ACKL0-0232 WB HDT 42” 1.61YD LBX 240 BKT
ACK10-0233 GEITH 54” EXCAVATOR BUCKET
ACKL0-0234 EXCO 48” EXC BUCKET CX240
ACKL0-0235 48” BUCKET CX290
ACKL0-0236 130 EX DIGGING BUCKET 36”
ACKL0-0237 130 EXC DITCHING BUCKET
ACKL0-0238 VOLVO 2.35 YD BUCKET
ACKL0-0240 CAT 966G BUCKET
ACKL0-0241 130 EX 36” DIG BUCKET
ACKL0-0242 130 EX DIG BUCKET
ACKL0-0243 60” 130 DITCHING BUCKET
ACKL0-0244 CAT BUCKET-GP, 114”, 4.00YD3
ACKL0-0245 CAT 416 BACO BUCKET 92” W
ACKL0-0246 HD BUCKET, 36”, 1-1/8YD 210X2
ACKL0-0248 HD BUCKET,54”, 2-1/2 YD350X2
ACKL0-0251 54” HD BUCKET LBX 350X2
ACKL0-0253 CX130 BUCKET 30” WIDE
ACKL0-0254 36” 150 HD DIGGING BUCKET
ACKL0-0255 36” 75 HD DIGGING BUCKET LBX80
ACKL0-0256 BUCKET 988B APPROX 7-8 YD
ACKL0-0257 36” 130 HD DIGGING BUCKET
ACKL0-0258 54” 75 DITCH BUCKET LBX 80
ACKL0-0260 36” 150 HD DIGGING BUCKET
ACKL0-0262 CAT 930K WHEEL LOADER BUCKET
ACKL0-0264 300 EX SPADE TOOTH BUCKET
ACKL0-0265 HEAVY DUTY DIGGING BUCKET
ACKL0-0266 HYDRAULIC TILT DITCH BUCKET
ACKL0-0270 GENTEC 60” DITCHING EXC BUCKET
ACK28-0029 130 HYD THUMB STICK
ACKL0-00122 CAT BUCKET FITS 420D, 430D, 420E

OFF HWY TRUCK ATTACHMENTS
ACK29-0015
ACK29-0018
ACK29-0019
ACK29-0022
ACK29-0023
ACK29-0024
ACK29-0025
ACK29-0028
ACK29-0029
ACK29-0030
ACK29-0031
ACK29-0032
ACK29-0033
ACK29-0035
ACK29-0036
ACK29-0037
ACK29-0038
ACK29-0039
ACK29-0040
ACK29-0041
ACK29-0042
ACK29-0043

A35D TAILGATE
TAILGATES VOLVO A25D
TAILGATE VOLVO A25D
VOLVO A35E/F TAILGATE ASSEMBLY
VOLVO A35E/F TAILGATE ASSEMBLY
VOLVO A35E/F TAILGATE ASSEMBLY
CAT 725 TAILGATE ASSEMBLY
VOLVO A30F TAILGATE
VOLVO A30F SPILL GUARD
CAT 725 TAILGATE
CAT 725 TAILGATE
A25F OVERHUNG TAIL GATE
A25F OVERHUNG TAILGATE
A35/A35C TAIL GATE
A35/A35C TAIL GATE
35/A35C TAIL GATE
A35/A35C TAIL GATE
TAILGATE OFF B145-158
TAILGATE
TAILGATE
TAILGATE
TAILGATE CAT 730C COMPLETE

EXCAVATOR ATTACHMENTS
ACK28-0010 34”X75”HYD 4TINE THUMB BL60-L

For full list please email: sales@bmcdowell.com

ACK28-0011
ACK28-0012
ACK28-0013
ACK28-0016
ACK28-0017
ACK28-0019
ACK28-0020
ACK28-0022
ACK28-0023
ACK28-0026
ACK28-0027
ACK28-0028
ACK28-0030
ACK28-0031
ACK28-0032
ACK28-0033
ACK28-0035

The VSP 70 is ideal for all applications
and can handle a variety of materials,
with a maximum volume output of up
to 57 cubic metres per hour.
“We’re excited to offer the same output
and features of one of our most popular
Thom-Katts with the first launch of the
VSP,” Dwyer said.
“The VSP sets us apart in the concrete
industry.”
Future designs to expand the VSP
series will include a VSP 50 and a VSP
60 hp.

LBX 130 HYD THUMB 36” B160-119
ESCO THUMB W/FC VALVE
CAT 314E CR TRACK PAD SET
330/350 THUMB
THUMB HYDRAULIC FITS 330/350
2015 GENTEC HT-2650 HYD THUMB
GENTEC MT2650 HD EXC THUMB
GENTEC HT2650 HYD EXC THUMB
CAT 330 HYDRAULIC THUMB
GENTEC MT2650 HYD UNIVER THUMB
GENTEC HT2650 H/D THUMB
AMI HYDR THUMB: CAT 345D EXC
130 HYD THUMB STICK
GENTEC HT2650 HYD THUMB
150 HYD THUMB FOR 160X2
130 HYD THUMB STICK PIVOT
150 HYD THUMB STICK PIVOT

BLADES/ RAKES
ACKLL-0001
ACKLL-0002
ACKLL-0015
ACKLL-0018
ACKLL-0023
ACKLL-0026
ACKLL-0029
ACKLL-0030
ACKLL-0033
ACKLL-0035
ACKLL-0036
ACKLL-0037
ACKLL-0038
ACKLL-0039
ACKLL-0040
ACK12-0010
ACK12-0012
ACK12-0013
ACK12-0014
ACK12-0017
ACK12-0018
ACK12-0022
ACK12-0025
ACK12-0027
ACK12-0029
ACK12-0030
ACK12-0031
ACK12-0032
ACK12-0033
ACK12-0034
ACK12-0035
ACK12-0036
ACK12-0037
ACK12-0040
ACK12-0041
ACK12-0043
ACK12-0044
ACK12-0045
ACK12-0046
ACK12-0047
ACK12-0048
ACK12-0049
ACK12-0050
ACK12-0051
ACK12-0052
ACK12-0053
ACK12-0054
ACK12-0056
ACK12-0057
ACK12-0058
ACK12-0059
ACK12-0060
ACK12-0061

ONE WAY IT28G BLADE
FISHER 2 WAY HYD BLADE 9’
ONE WAY BLADE IT28
14’,2 WAY HYD BLADE “IT” HOOK
HLA 16’SNOW PUSHER 5500 SERIES
HLA 5000,12’BLADE@WINGS, “IT”
HLA SB400012 12’ SNOW BLADE
HLA 14’ SNOWBLADE,FUSION
D6R/T 12’ ANGLE BLADES
WESTERN PLOW BLADE&HARNESS
DOZER BLADE 96” FOR JS220 LHD
WESTERN 9’ SNOW PLOW
CAT 518 SKIDDER BLADE
SNOW BLADE FITS CAT 980F
HYD ANGLE SNOW BLD 12’ CAT950
QUICK ATTACH FORK ASSEMBLY
FORK RACK C/W 2”1/2T 5” W 52”1
IT28 FORKS 2”1/2T X “5”W X 52”L
CAT 420E FORK RACK FITS IT28G
FORKS FOR IT28
FORKS CAT 950 72”1 X 35”H
CAT 950H FORKS
Q/C 54” FORKS WHEEL LOADER
CAT IT28 FORK ATTACHEMENT
IT28 FORKS WITH CARRIAGE
IT28 FORKS WITH CARRIAGE
CAT FUSION STYLE FORK RACK
CAT FORK RACK TH514
FORK RACK 72”
CAT 48” Q/C FORKS
CAT 48” FUSION Q/C FORKS
FORKS
FORK CARRIAGE
FORKS 6’X7” W FUSION STYLE
CAT FUSHION FORK RACK
CAT FORKS 60” FITS 924K
CRAIG/FUSION Q/C 48” FORKS
CAT 950 FORKS 60” ON 110-169
IT28G FORKS 2”X5”X54” (4 ONLY)
CAT Q/C 48” FORKS 416IT
CAT 950 FORK RACK S/N 88-0490
CAT FUSION FORKS 950H/966H, 96”
FORK RACK CAT950M FUSION HOOKS
BLANK HOOKS FUSION STYLE
BLOCK FORKS & RACK FITS CATV70C
W.B FORKS 6” X 21/4” X4”L
CAT 966D CARRIAGE & FORKS
CAT FUSION Q/C 54” FORKS 930K
CAT Q/C 48” FORKS FUSION 938H
CAT FUSION Q/C 60” FORKS 972H
CAT FUSION 96” FORKS 950M, 966M
IT28 FORKS 54”L, 98” RACK
CAT IT38GII FORKS

ACK12-0063 CAT 54” WHEEL LOADER FORK ASSM

LOADER ATTACHMENTS
ACK25-0002
ACK25-0003
ACK25-0005
ACK25-0006
ACK25-0014
ACK25-0016
ACK25-0017
ACK25-0018
ACK25-0019
ACK25-0020
ACK25-0021
ACK25-0022
ACK25-0047

LOG GRAPPLE 980G
IT28G LOG GRAPPLE 72”WX6’LX78”H
DOZER BLADE FOR 966
FORK RACK FOR IT & KAW
ROTOSORTER FITS 980F
102” BROOM 2.75YD BKT CAT IT
FORK ASSEMBLY 54” WHEEL LOADER
IT JIB ARM/BOOM CATERPILLAR
CAT 924H JIB ARM
CAT Q/C WHEEL LOADER JIB
CRAIG GRAPPLE TO FILT 966F
IT28 BLANKS,BRACKET & LUGS ONLY
CUTTING EDGE, 980

GRAPPLES
ACK13-0004 GRAPPLE 3OVER2 LS5800 LINKBELT
RIPPERS/SCARIFIERS/FROST TEETH
ACK14-0002 SCARIFIER OFF 135H/140M GRADER
ACK14-0003 RIPPER TO FIT CAT D4/953 DOZER
ACK14-0004 CAT 330 RIPPER TOOTH WINCHES-ALL
AIR & HYDRAULIC
ACK15-0001 CAT 57 REBUILT WINCH/D7H,D7R
ACK15-0004 CAT D6N WINCH (PACCAR)
ACKL5-0005 D8N WINCH MDL 58N ARR# 9W6541
ACKLS-0006 D8N WINCH MDL 58N ARR#7G4774
FAIRLEADS/TAGLINES/CRANE DRAGLINES
ACK16-0001 IMT CRANE ATTACHMENT

HAMMERS
ACK17-0003
ACK17-0010
ACK17-0012
ACK17-0013
ACK17-0018
ACK17-0019
ACK17-0024

RAMMER S26 KENT BREAKER
HR70P HAMMEROCK BREAKER
NPK HAMMER USED 12000’ LBS
CONTECH HD-3C HAMMER,USED
B/D 4000 FOOT LB BREAKER
HR35AT HAMMER
HR-450 HYDRAULIC BREAKER

QUICK COUPLERS
ACK23-0005
ACK23-0007
ACK23-0009
ACK23-0010
ACK23-0012
ACK23-0018
ACK23-0019
ACK23-0020
ACK23-0022
ACK23-0023
ACK23-0024
ACK23-0025
ACK23-0028
ACK23-0029
ACK23-0030
ACK23-0031
ACK23-0032
ACK23-0033
ACK23-0034
ACK23-0035
ACK23-0036
ACK23-0037
ACK23-0038
ACK23-0039
ACK23-0041
ACK23-0042
ACK23-0043
ACK23-0044
ACK23-0045
ACK23-0046
ACK23-0047

KAWASAKI TM65 Q/C ON B110-155
KAWASAKI 80 Q/C HITCH B110-156
QC FOR CAT 24”/20” ON B110-169
CAT MANUAL 416E Q/C ON BLL0-168
FUSION COUPLER, ON B110-176
Q/C HYDRAULIC COUPLER
CAT 950M FUSION Q/C ON 110-188
CAT 950M, FUSION Q/CON B110-189
CAT HYO COUPLER FUSION IT38
JDEERE 350D HYO JRB Q/C POSILO
Q/C AIM HYDRAULIC EXC 18160
A AIM Q/C LBX 290
ESCO PIN GRABBER 210LX
DROMONE HYO Q/C LBX135/145
LBX 80 HYDRAULIC Q/C
CAT QUICK COUPLER
CAT 336D QUICK COUPLER
HYO PIN GRABBER
130 HYO PIN GRAB
FUSION COUPLER 950GC CAT 2017
CAT PIN GRABBER
EXC MANUAL Q/C FITS CASE CX80
Q/C PIN GRAB, WEDGELOCK,HYD
Q/C PIN GRAB, WEDGELOCK, HYO
WB EXC QUICK COUPLER
150 WEDGE QUICK ATTACH
POSIGRAB ESCO COUPLER
130 HYDRAULIC WEDGE COUPLER
150 HYO PIN GRAB COUPLER
QUICK COUPLER PIN GRABBER 290
HYDRAULIC PIN GRAB COUPLER

www.bmcdowell.com
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ActiveCare Direct expands to Volvo CE pavers
Originally launched in 2017 for excavators,
articulated haulers and wheel loaders,
Activecare Direct is now available on select
Volvo asphalt pavers.
As of Feb. 2, the P7110B and P7170B pavers will include a one-year subscription
to ActiveCare Direct with a new machine

purchase. The system provides 24/seven
machine monitoring and reporting service
that provides the benefits of telematics
without the need to sort through data and
alarm codes.
The move to expand the managed telematics service into the Volvo road machinery

46 Shaft Road,
Etobicoke ON, M9W 4M2
info@momentumliftequip.com

line-up is in large part due to the positive
response and rapid adoption of the service
among Volvo dealers and customers.
ActiveCare Direct is already available for
certain asphalt and soil compactors.
“ActiveCare Direct gives road equipment
owners and managers access to so much
more intelligence and understanding about
their business than they would otherwise
have,” said Dave Adams, sales manager
for connected services at Volvo Construction Equipment. “This is an incredible
step forward in how companies manage
their equipment and employees. Adding
the service to pavers is another sign of the
impact and value our customers are experiencing in the markets where we already offer
ActiveCare Direct.”
ActiveCare Direct sends data collected

by CareTrack, Volvo’s telematics system, to
the Volvo Uptime Center in Pennsylvania.
At the centre, analysts and a proprietary
software sort through thousands of data
points and fault codes. An owner, the dealer
or both are contacted in nearly real time
whenever an issue needs their attention.
Rather than getting a flood of undiagnosed
fault codes, ActiveCare Direct provides a
case alert with the probable cause, the recommended solution and the consequence
of not taking action.
With ActiveCare Direct, owners also get
monthly fleet utilization reports, showing
fleet usage, individual machine summaries
and machine misuse. This gives ActiveCare
Direct users the insight they need to make
the best use of their fleet and to address
machine misuse issues with operators.

CISC denies American steel dumping claim
Spider Lifts

Ground Protection

Scissor Lifts

ALL YOU NEED IS MOMENTUM
Sales & Rentals

www.momentumliftequip.com

(416) 235-0996

The Canadian Institute of
Steel Construction (CISC)
is opposing petitions for the
imposition of antidumping
and countervailing duties
on certain fabricated structural steel from Canada.

Sales • Rentals • Service
HAMMERLESS EXCAVATION WARRIORS

CAN YOU DIG IT
STARMET
ON Mississauga • Washago • Timmins • Stratford • Sudbury • Oshawa • Ottawa • Kingston QC Boisbriand • Rouyn • Chibougamau NB Moncton NS Dartmouth

Call: 1-855-625-0941• WWW.CRDCREIGHTON.COM

On Feb. 4, the American
Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) launched a trade
action against China, Mexico and Canada on certain
fabricated structural steel
products. The U.S. Department of Commerce will
investigate the three countries for evidence of dumped
and subsidized products.
As well, the U.S. International Trade Commission
will be investigating whether
the U.S. industry is being
materially injured or threate n e d f ro m t h e s u b j e c t
imports.
“AISC’s allegations that
these products from Canada are unfairly traded and
cause injury to U.S. producers of fabricated steel
products are baseless,” said
Ed Whalen, president and
CEO of CISC. “The negative effects of the Section
232 steel tariffs are the more
likely cause of injury for the
U.S. downstream steel sector, not Canada. Canada and
the U.S. have been in each
other’s markets for generations.”
Canadian fabricators of
structural steel compete
fairly in worldwide markets, including the United
States. According to CISC,
producers in Canada offer
high quality fabricated steel
produced with significant

experience in design and
engineering with unique
design-assist/engineering
capabilities, delivered timely to customers.
In addition, a significant
number of Canadian fabricators have made important
investments in the United
States, such as establishing
American subsidiaries and
affiliates that produce fabricated structural steel and
employ U.S. workers.
“We are confident that the
investigations will prove that
imports from Canada are
fairly traded and cause no
injury to U.S. producers. We
will vigorously defend our
industry’s interests in these
investigations,” CISC said in
a news release.
The Canadian Institute of
Steel Construction (CISC)
is Canada’s voice for the
steel construction industry,
providing leadership in sustainable design, advocacy,
construction, efficiency,
quality and innovation.
CISC’s efforts aim to advance the use and benefits
of steel, increase Canadian
market share, as well as
a d vo cate f o r a d i ve rs e
community made up of
manufacturers, fabricators,
service centres, erectors,
consultants, detailers, industry suppliers, owners
and developers.
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Kinshofer acquires hydraulic breaker manufacturer
Kinshofer has acquired Hammer SRL, an Italian manufacFounded in Germany in 1971, the Kinshofer Group inturer of a wide range of attachments.
cludes the Kinshofer, Demarec, RF Systems, Auger Torque,
Hammer specializes in the design, construction and Doherty and Solesbee brands.
marketing of hydraulic breakers from 60 to 15,500 kg for exLess than a year ago Kinshofer also acquired the Schaeff
cavators, backhoe loaders, skid steers and mini excavators. Transverse Cutter business from Atlas GmbH, a GerAs well, the company manufactures demolition shears,
crushers and spare parts for hydraulic breakers.
“For us, it will provide new opportunities for mining,
quarries and aggregates, since we were not there before,”
said Dany Martin, Canadian sales manager for Kinshofer.
“Now we can say we are a one-stop shop.”
For hydraulic breakers, Hammer manufactures 25
models.
Following the acquisition, Kinshofer now offers breakers
in the half tonne to 200 tonne range.
“It’s going to grow our sales and market share in the next
year. We’ve already sold some units,” Martin said the day
after the acquisition.
“We already talked with a few of the dealers and they
are really happy, since they don’t have to carry another
brand, it’s a good advantage.”
Under the Kinshofer brand, the company plans to conYOU’RE LOOKING FOR!
tinue to manufacture the entire line of Hammer breakers.
“Some customers look at the price, some look at the
impact force, now we can provide both. They have all the
features customers are looking for. Just in the small range
from 3 to 6 tonnes, we have four models,” Martin said.
“We’ll keep everything, at least for the first year.”
Alongside adding an additional product segment, HamA LEADER IN
mer also improves Kinshofer’s distribution channels in
DEMOLITION & LANDSCAPE ATTACHMENTS
Italy and other parts of the world.
GREAT SELECTION OF
Hammer, which set up shop in 1980, manufactures
ATTACHMENTS AVAILABLE
more than 7,000 units per year at its six manufacturing
facilities in Italy.
With over 45 years of experience owning
As well, the company employs more than 100 people,
and operating excavators & hydraulic
has a presence in 71 countries and 10 warehouses worldattachments we:
wide. In 2018, Hammer generated about EUR$20 million
Deliver equipment to site on-time & ready to work.
in revenue.
“They have a really good capacity for production, so
we can have a brand-new hammer delivered in a week,”
Martin said.

man-based crane and excavator manufacturer.
The transverse cutter is the first in Kinshofer’s line of
crane and excavator attachments, allowing the company to
serve contractors in a wider range of industries, including
tunnelling and mining.
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LABOUNTY
MOUNTED
BREAKERS

destined to become
the tool of choice for
primary and secondary
demolition, trenching,
tunneling and boulder
breaker
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Cropac Equipment is adding seven new
Terex Crossover 8000 boom truck cranes to
its inventory.
As a top performing Terex Cranes distributor, Cropac has received significant interest
from customers for boom trucks. The Terex
Crossover 8000 model is the preferred unit
for many of those contractors.
The new boom truck cranes will be available at Cropac’s locations in Ontario, Québec
and Alberta.
“There has been a lot of positive momentum for the crane market over the last year,”
explained Bill Finkle, president of Cropac.
“We’ve seen higher demands across the
board for the Terex cranes we carry. Our
customers love the build quality, power and
performance of the Crossover 8000.”
The Terex Crossover 8000 boom truck
crane features a 38.4 metre fully synchronous
telescopic boom, a 57.9 metre maximum
tip height and has a 72.4 tonne maximum
lifting capacity.
The unit’s fully proportional controls allow
the operator to define boundaries for boom

World of Concrete 2019,
the 44th edition of the
trade show, drew more than
60,500 people to the Las
Vegas Convention Center,
making it the largest show
in more than 10 years.
The annual event for the
international concrete and
masonry industries also
featured more than 1,500
companies — including
259 brand new companies
— exhibiting across more
than 72,167 square metres
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rotation, lift and lower to ensure all crane
movements are precise.
The boom truck’s X-pattern outriggers are
designed to offer maximum stability while
still providing a small footprint, so the crane
can be set up in tight areas.
As well, the boom truck’s upper cab features a removable front windshield, a six-way
adjustable seat with armrest, dual-axis electro-proportional joysticks and hydraulic cab
tilt. Furthermore, the upper cab is equipped
with hand controls for engine rpm, joysticks for control of hoists, swing and boom
elevation and hydraulically powered air
conditioning and heater.
Cropac Equipment was founder in 1977
and has locations in Ontario, Québec, and
Alberta. The company’s headquarters is
located in Oakville, Ontario.
Cropac sells hydraulic truck cranes, all-terrain cranes, rough-terrain cranes, crawler
cranes and boom trucks. Furthermore, the
company deals in transportation, forestry,
steel processing, rigging, heavy material
movement and marina storage.

World of Concrete sets attendance record

CLOSING DATE
MAY 10

JUNE 5-6
MCINTYRE COMMUNITY CENTRE, TIMMINS

1-800-667-8541

Cropac Equipment adds seven Terex
boom trucks to its fleet

of exhibit space.
“Having our largest event
in 10 years proves that the
construction sector is strong
globally,” said Jackie James,
group director of World of
Concrete. The first World
of Concrete event was held
in 1975 and drew about
1,500 people to the 2,000
square metre floor show.
Last year’s event was the
largest show in nine years,
with 58,000 registered professionals featuring 1,564
ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

POWERTRAIN SPECIALISTS
TRANSMISSIONS - AXLES - STEERING

PARTS - EXCHANGE - REBUILDS

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704

Fax: 905 670 4790

Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704

WWW.TARTEN.COM

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

suppliers exhibiting across
more than 69,305 square
metres of space.
Highlights of the 2019
edition included the Bob
Weatherton Award. The
award includes a $2,500
scholarship and was presented at the CIM National
Board Meeting at WO C
2019. This year’s recipient
was Paige Silva, who attends
California State University.

Canadian champ
The 17th Annual Spec
Mix Bricklayer 500 World
Championship brought in
27 bricklaying teams from
across North America and
Australia to Las Vegas to
compete for the title World’s
Best Bricklayer. This year’s
winning mason is Mario
Alves from A&M Masonry
in Hamilton, Ontario. With
the help of mason tender
Kevin Avila, he took home
the coveted title as well as
more than $120,000 in cash
and prizes, including a 2019
Ford F-250 4x4 truck and a
John Deere Gator crossover
utility vehicle.
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Metrolinx to incorporate safety
into construction tenders
Transit builder plans to dedicate 15 per cent of bid
evaluations to applicant’s safety records
Successfully securing a construction tender
with Metrolinx will soon require more than
a low bid.
During the Ontario Road Builders Association’s 92 annual conference, Phil Verster,
president and CEO of Metrolinx, explained
the transit consortium will soon include
safety records when determining a successful
project bid.
“Companies that we’ve worked, with either
as a prime contractor or owner, that have a
high focus on safety are the companies that
do well,” Verster said.
“It’s just true. If you focus on safety and
you’re diligent in safety it flows through the
rest of your organization.”
The new formula will see 15 per cent of
evaluation criteria directly related to safety.
Verster said 10 per cent of a bids evaluation
will relate to loss time injury frequency rate,
tracked through WSIB, and five per cent will
be based upon safety scores.
“We’re going to make our contracts conditional on safety performance. Fifteen per
cent swings a contract. Fifteen per cent
means we removed the lowest bidder logic
and philosophy,” Verster said. “Organizations pay lip service to safety and say, ‘it’s
important,’ but when I get on site, you see
an elementary lack of focus, an elementary
lack of safety on site.”
Verster added he looks forward to seeing
how the new safety requirement influences
the evolution of contractors’ future con-

struction strategies.
“When safety becomes so ingrained in your
method of working, those contracts over time
will become the ones that are delivered on
time and at a better cost,” he said.
Metrolinx will also look to improve bid information overall for construction tenders.
“We are not good at getting good bid
information. We have a huge focus to make
that better. In the spirit of good faith, I want
to put that out there,” Verster said. “We
will get better deals, better bids and better
overall delivery if we are better at getting
the information in our bids.”
Throughout the next decade, Metrolinx
will spend about $45 billion on transit.
Verster explained transit helps drives economic growth in the Greater Toronto Area.
“The impact of what we invest in Toronto is huge. For every one dollar we invest
in transit in Toronto, the payback to the
economy is about $2.60,” he said. “That’s
this thinking, an economy that is healthy
and vibrant keeps on adding to economic
momentum.”

A new transit approach

PUSH
PULL

something that has a granite floor with a
Nike shop in front of you or The Bay and
a concourse,” he said. “It must be about
how do we get communities to be more
effective.”

Same Day Nationwide Shipping Service
No Surcharge

PUSH-PULL, BRAKE,
CLUTCH, PTO, VALVE and
ACCELERATOR CABLES

DIV. OF RING
RADIATOR
RADIATOR
PRODUCTS
PRODUCTS
(1989)
(1989)
LIMITED
LIMITED

Ontario
Control
Cables
8C
C ., B
, O L6T 4P8
ARSON

RT

RAMPTON

N

(905) 458-9576

Fax: (905) 458-6461
E-Mail: occ@mclgroup.ca

Same Day
Service
And Shipping
If Ordered By
12 Noon!
We Accept:
*

MasterCard®

The Tier 4 Final C Series is the largest, broadest and most operator-friendly lineup of
CASE mini excavators with seven models. Their compact design makes them ideal for
use in confined applications and most models can be easily hauled on conventional
trailers. CASE minis provide the productive performance contractors count on. Learn
more at CaseCE.com/MINIEXCAVATORS
OUR COMPACT AND UTILITY SALE REPRESENTATIVE MARC-ANDRÉ PELLETIER
COULD BE REACHED AT : 343-542-8429.

OTTAWA
613-521-1910

VD-14854_Pub Equipment Journal.indd 1

with developers and communities to make
transit stations an integrated hub for the
surrounding population.
“I don’t want you to be stepping onto
a grey dreary platform. Instead, step into

DIV. OF RING

While the tender process is changing, so
is the overall approach to building transit.
Verster explained Metrolinx’s approach
will no longer be the traditional fenced-in,
concrete platforms that served a single
purpose.
Instead, Metrolinx is looking to partner

IMPRESSIVE POWER
IN SMALL SPACES

A pair of Caterpillar compact track loaders on-site of the tunnel construction for the Metrolinx Eglinton Crosstown project.

PLAISANCE
819-427-6217

VARS
613-443-3300

TERAPRO.CA
19-02-15 15:32
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Sidewall tire shields help guard against downtime
An idea born in Canada is helping to protect off-theroad tires at aggregate recycling sites
Even though off-the-road
(OTR) tires for heavy equipment are specially designed
for harsh environments, the
risk for damage is still high.
One of the most common
failure points is the tire’s
sidewall.
Recycled aggregate is produced by crushing concrete
and asphalt to reuse the aggregate in the construction
industry as a base for roads
or building foundations.
To keep operations running, loaders are relied upon
to push large jagged chunks
of torn up sidewalk, roadway
or building materials, which
can have steel rebar sticking
out, to the crushing line to
reduce its size.

Without added protection,
the jagged edges and steel
rebar in piles of debris can
put tires at risk of sidewall
puncture and abrasion,
particularly the front tires
closest to sharp, abrading
objects.
A new breed of durable
sidewall protection for OTR
tires is designed to stop loader sidewall punctures and
abrasion while significantly
extending tire life to keep aggregate recycling operations
reliably running.

The puncture problem
Research by the Mechanical Engineering Department
at the University of Alberta
in 2011 on the detection

HYDROLEXC

EQUIPMENT SER VICES LTD.

of faults on off-road haul
truck tires identified five
tire failure areas: tire tread,
shoulder, sidewall, bead and
liner.
The study cited research
by Syncrude Canada that
examined the causes for offroad tire failure from 2005
to 2010.
Sidewall cuts accounted
for about 18 per cent of all
faults, sidewall separation 10
per cent and sidewall impact
more than 5 per cent.
When the sidewall is damaged in loaders, typically by
a puncture, the vehicles are
not safe to operate and the
OTR tires are expensive to
replace.
loader OTR tires, for exCaterpillar 980 wheel ample, can cost up to $6,000
or more each.
Repairing a damaged sideALLIED
wall takes valuable time to
ATLAS COPCO send a tire out for repair,
BTI and the repair may not be
CAT successful.
So, an aggregate recycling
CHICAGO operator faces a sidelined
PNEUMATIC loader, expensive tire reand reduced
ESCO placement
production or even signifiEURORAM cant operational downtime.

Specializing in Hydraulic Hammer Parts, Sales & Service
Since 1988

416-458-2334

www.hydrolexc.com

INDECO
NPK
KENT
OKADA
RAMMER
ROCK RAM
STANLEY
TRAMAC
& MORE!!!

A solution
As a solution, an innovative new type of sidewall
protection device is entering the market for OTR
tires. Purpose-built for use
on heavy equipment at
aggregate recycling sites,
operators can bolt on a polyurethane sidewall shield to
prevent the sidewalls from

(705) 560-BULL (2855) 1-800-461-5959
Your Off-Highway Powertrain Service Center


BULL IS THE AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTRE FOR



Authorize to perform warranty work
OEM parts and components for all your off-highway equipment
Factory trained technicians
1510 Fairburn St. Sudbury, ON P3A 1N7

www.bullpowertain.com

sales@bullind.com

getting punctured during ring, use 32 bolts to apply to
operation.
a wheel of a machine.
The entire sidewall proKryptane
tector can be installed in
A Michigan-based firm, about 15 minutes once the
Argonics, which special- special flange has been
izes in high-performance, installed by certified perpolyurethane-based elas- sonnel.
tomers and is one of the
The urethane-based sidelargest producers of impact, wall protector has been
wear-resistant and custom- tested at aggregate recycling
izable urethane products, sites in Toronto and Dallas,
has developed this sidewall Texas.
protection.
It has been installed on
Their sidewall protector the front tires of Caterpillar
uses a proprietary urethane 980 loaders at these sites.
formulation called Krypt“The sidewall protector
ane, which was engineered has been performing very
for extreme wear conditions well,” Fell said.
involving abrasion, sliding,
“We’ve had no tire puncor impact.
tures or sidewall issues since
The special properties of installing the protectors.”
urethane make it an excellent material for sidewall Easy replacement
protection. This tough,
The benefit of the design
elastic material excels in is that it allows easy replacepreventing the penetration ment of just the segment of
of sharp objects as well as the protector that is damdeflecting them.
aged, if any, not the entire
It will change shape under shield.
impact and then return to
Virtually no maintenits original shape afterward. ance is needed other than
Urethane also offers abra- to torque the bolts after 15
sion resistance, which is to 20 hours of use — much
ideal for situations where like when installing new tires
severe wear is a problem.
on a car.
For these reasons, ureth“We’ve been able to reane is already being used to fine the sidewall protector
protect OTR tires at mining, design based on the exheavy construction and ag- tended testing,” said Bob
gregate recycling sites across Welker, international sales
and director of marketing
North America.
at Argonics.
Born in Canada
“There have really only
The idea for applying the been minor changes needed
special properties of ureth- for things like increasing the
ane for off-road sidewall tire size of the bolts.”
protection came from Perry
Fell, territory manager at Gen 4
Luff Industries, a Canadian
According to Welker, the
distributor of Argonics.
patent-pending urethane
He thought Argonics’ ex- sidewall protector is in its
pertise in high performance fourth generation. Currently
polyurethane elastomers the design is based on a 63.5
would be well suited to an cm wheel diameter used by
OTR application, and pro- loaders such as the Caterposed the original design. pillar 980.
The sidewall protector
The company is also plancomprises of eight integrat- ning sidewall protectors for
ed segments that, together 84 cm and 114 cm wheel
with a specially designed diameters.
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Ammann celebrates its
150th anniversary
Ammann is marking its 150th anniversary
by doubling its efforts in technology and
sustainability — two driving forces behind
its first 150 years of success.
Ammann is a sixth generation, familyowned business that produces asphalt and
concrete mixing plants, compactors and
asphalt pavers at nine production sites in
Europe, China, India and Brazil. Its core
market is roadbuilding and transportation
infrastructure.
In 2019, the company will celebrate its
150th anniversary. What started as a mill
construction workshop in Madiswil, Switzerland, is now a multinational company
with more than 3,000 employees and more
than 160 dealers in 100 countries.
“Like the rest of the world, Ammann has
seen a great many changes in the last 150
years,” said CEO Hans-Christian Schneider,
a direct descendant of Jakob Ammann,
who founded the company in 1869. “What
hasn’t changed is our commitment to providing customers with products that offer
solutions.”
Such solutions traditionally involve the
use of technology. Often, technological
advancements have evolved over years or
even decades.
“All our products — from the lightest
compactors to the largest asphalt and concrete mixing plants, rely on technology to
help customers overcome the challenges
they face on jobsites around the world,”
Schneider said.
“Innovation at Ammann didn’t begin a
few years ago. It has been a part of Ammann
since its foundation.”

He pointed to a Macadam machine as
an example. Patented by Ammann in 1908,
it produced and placed an early form of
asphalt.
“As we look back, we can see that this
Macadam machine utilized what was revolutionary technology at the time,” Schneider
said. “As we look ahead, we know that
the focus on furthering technology must
continue.”
The Macadam machine, which eliminated
a significant dust problem, was also an early
nod toward sustainability.
“The machine improved the environment
around it,” Schneider said. “It was one of the The Macadam machine was patented by Ammann in 1908 to produce and place an early form of asphalt.
first sustainability efforts in roadbuilding.
Sustainability, like solution-oriented techBest Quality
Barrie, ON
nology, is a common theme throughout the
Attachments At
1-877-625-9677
history of Ammann.”
www.shawbros.ca
The Lowest
Ammann products today are developed
QUALITY ATTACHMENTS
info@shawbros.ca
Possible Price!
with sustainability as a top priority, according to the company. Compaction equipment
is built to reach distances in remote regions,
thereby minimizing fuel burn and machine
wear. Pavers feature automation that optimizes material usage. Ammann asphalt and
concrete mixing plants utilize technology
that enables production from 100 per cent
recycled materials.
“For a long time the company has been
investing in the success of our customers
and sustainable corporate growth, and
our success is proof that such an approach
works,” Schneider said. “Now, in our 150th
year, we are very well positioned worldwide
as we continue to rely on innovative prodAttachments for all your EXCAVATOR needs and so much more!
Augers • Breakers • Brush Cutters • Buckets • Compactors • Demolition • Grapples • Quick Couplers
ucts, customer focus and highly qualified
• Rippers • Compactors • Rubber Tracks • Thumbs • Screw Pile Drivers
employees.”

HARDING EQUIPMENT INC.

450-437-8848

hardingequipment@sympatico.ca
FAX: 450-430-5352

1993 SMI 7250A 3000 TPH - GM - GM 470HP, very clean, ex gov.
$115,000.

IT’S SNOW
TIME!

1990 SMI 5250A c/w 2 GM diesels, front
& rear, 2000 T.P.H., very clean, low hrs.
$65,000.

1996 SMI 8400, 4000 tons per hour,
G.M - G.M, 710 hp.
$105,000

1983 VOHL DV-4000, J.D. motor, telchute.
$44,500

SMI 7200 ribbon blower, rebuilt 1997
G.M. V-12.
$48,500.

1997 RPM TECH P-3500 dump blower,
Cummins KT-450.
$59,000

2002 VOHL DV-4000, louder mount,
$65,000.
J.D. diesel

2003 VOHL DV-4000 LOADERMOUNT BLOWER, c/w JD 275 hp
motor telescopic chute.
$67,000.

1981 OSHKOSH R, c/w CAT 825 HP
rear eng, 400 hours, 5000 tph capacity.
$85,000.

1992 RPM TECH dump blower, Cummins 450 HP.
$52,000.

1978 SMI 5250, GM - GM, low hours,
fresh paint.
$39,500.

1983 WESTERN STAR, 6x6,
Cummins 270 HP, 18-46 axles, good
condition!
$57,000.

1988 JETAIR II, Cummins, high-velocity air duct, very clean.
$55,000.

1987 FORD F-700, 4x4, GM Diesel,
long frame, good condition.
$15,500.

1983 PAYSTAR 5000, 4x4, Cummins
270, auto trans, front harness - clean.
$19,500.
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UPCOMING EVENTS IN 2019

215

270

» Gross Engine Power: 74 hp
» Operating Capacity: 2,112 lb
» Operating Weight: 7,253 lb

» Gross Engine Power: 74 hp
» Operating Capacity: 2,723 lb
» Operating Weight: 8,680 lb

FLEX PAYMENTS

THAT WORK FOR YOU

0%
Financing

for up to

48
Months

some restrictions apply. Call for details

= Moore
Savings

WE ARE YOUR AUTHORIZED JCB DEALER FOR:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Backhoe Loaders
Skid Steer Loaders
Compact Track Loaders
Wheel Loaders
Hydraulic Excavators
Hydradig
Access Lifts

OAKDALE RD.

WESTON RD.

Mini Excavators
Telescopic Loadalls
Rough Terrain Forklifts
Compaction Equipment
Light Equipment

MOOREJCB.COM

TORONTO

E

H AV

FINC

»
»
»
»
»

WEST
Nick D’Onofrio
416-417-1539
nick@moorejcb.com

370 OAKDALE RD.,
TORONTO, ON M3N 1W5
1-800-561-3212
416-747-1212
PARTS SPECIALIST
MATTHEW WALTERS
MWALTERS@MOOREJCB.COM

EAST
Troy Leikauf
647-206-6663
tleikauf@moorejcb.com

MONTREAL
4955 CHEMIN ST FRANÇOIS,
ST. LAURENT, QC H4S 1P3
1-800-363-4958
514-333-1212

ROUTE TRANSC

13

April 28- May 1, 2019
Palais des Congres de Montreal
Montreal, Quebec
convention.cim.org

DEMOLITION ROCKIES

CANADA NORTH RESOURCES EXPO

March 22-25, 2019
Gaylord Rockies Resort
Aurora, Colorado
demolitionassociation.com

May 24-25, 2019
CN Centre
Prince George, British Columbia
cnre.ca

NATIONAL HEAVY EQUIPMENT SHOW

THE BIG EVENT - CANADIAN MINING SHOW

March 28-29, 2019
The International Centre
Mississauga, Ontario
nhes.ca

June 5-6, 2019
McIntyre Community Centre
Timmins, Ontario
canadianminingexpo.com

ISRI 2019

AORS TRADE SHOW

April 8-11, 2019
Los Angeles Convention Center
Los Angeles, California
isri2019.org

June 5-6, 2019
Bradley Convention Centre
Chatham, Ontario
aors.on.ca

BAUMA

BUILDEX ALBERTA

April 8-14, 2019
Messe München
Munich, Germany
bauma.de

November 6-7, 2019
BMO Centre
Calgary, Alberta
buildexalberta.com

Visit EquipmentJournal.com for daily news, events & updates
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March 5-8, 2019
Indiana Convention Center
Indianapolis, Indiana
worktruckshow.com
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Marc-Andre Delisle
514-835-4066
madelisle@dickiemoore.com

SALES, RENTALS, PARTS & SERVICE

Frontline Machinery’s demo day returns

VISIT US AT NHES BOOTH # 2105

Frontline Machinery is hosting its third
annual Crushing and Screening Equipment
Demo Day.
The largest of its kind in Canada, the event
brings together customers and stakeholders
from the aggregate, construction, demolition and civil construction industry for a
live, hands-on demonstration of crushing,
screening and stacking conveyor systems.
The star of the show, which takes place on
March 13, will be the new Keestrack mobile
H6e hybrid cone crusher.
The high production crusher has a capacity
of 400 tonnes per hour with variable crushing
chamber configurations processing feeds up
to 215 mm in size and CSS settings ranging
from 6 to 44 mm.
The crusher is driven by a 220-kW electric motor and all crusher functions are
incorporated into the central Keestrack
PLC controller, allowing for remote control
operation.
The optional Keestrack-er satellite-based
telemonitoring documents all the key performance indicators in real-time and alerts
the operator to any potential malfunctions.
A 345 kW Volvo diesel engine with a
connected 500 kVA generator supplies the
onboard energy.
The entire drive unit is designed as a removable module. Located remotely from
the crushing plant and its abrasive environment, dust and vibration levels are reduced,
maintenance accessibility is increased and
the service life of the drive unit is optimized.

Also, included in the line up is the
Keestrack track-mounted R6e electric impact
crusher. Offering up to 45 per cent energy
savings over diesel hydraulic models with a
capacity of up to 500 tonnes per hour, the R6e
is available with a 250-kW electric motor for
the crusher and an electric 110 kW drive for
the on-board hydraulic system. The impact
crusher also offers an optional all-electric
plug-in operation from the mains and a
plug out operation for powering secondary
machines, such as a stacker or screener.
Equipped with the largest and heaviest
rotor in its class, the machine is ideal for
aggressive primary and secondary crushing
applications, including concrete and asphalt
recycling and quarry applications.
The event is free to attend and will take
place at Frontline Machinery’s head office
and equipment yard in Chilliwack, British
Columbia.
To register for the demo, visit http://frontline-machinery.com/demo-day-2019/
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For a limited time, save $9,000 on a new JCB backhoe loader* or choose
0% finance for 60 months. Download your JCB savings voucher at
www.JCBbackhoedeal.com then visit your nearest JCB dealer.
Applies to all JCB backhoe loader models except 1CXT. Other conditions apply.

*

YOUR FAMILY OF LOCAL JCB DEALERS

ALBERTA
Liftboss JCB
Calgary: 403-301-0041
Edmonton: 780-474-9900
NEW BRUNSWICK
A.L.P.A. Equipment
Balmoral: 506-826-2717
Fredericton: 506-452-9818
Edmundston: 506-735-4144
NOVA SCOTIA
A.L.P.A. Equipment
Truro: 902-897-2717
NEWFOUNDLAND
Harvey JCB
St. Johns: 709-738-8911
Corner Brook: 709-639-2960

ONTARIO
Advance JCB
Waterloo: 519-742-5878
Harriston: 519-510-5878

Hub International NEW !
Equipment Ltd.
Lindsay: 705-324-6136
Port Perry: 905-982-1500

Church’s Equipment
Barrie: 705-458-0870

John’s Equipment
Sales & Service
Frankford: 613-398-6522

D&W Group Inc. NEW !
Doughty & Williamson
Jarvis: 519-587-2273

Miller Technology
North Bay: 705-476-4343

Norfolk Tractor
Simcoe: 519-426-1090
Brant Tractor
Burford: 519-449-2500

Moore JCB
Toronto, York & Peel
Region: 416-747-1212

Bossé & Frère JCB
Montmagny: 418-248-0955
St. Damase: 450-344-0111

Reis JCB
Ottawa: 613-836-3033
Winchester: 613-774-2273
St. Isidore: 613-527-1501
Renfrew: 613-432-4133

Micanic
Saint-Augustin-deDesmaures: 418-878-2241

PEI
A.L.P.A. Equipment
506-452-9818

SASKATCHEWAN
& MANITOBA
Westcon JCB
Regina: 306-359-7273
Saskatoon: 306-934-3646
Winnipeg: 204-694-5364

QUEBEC
A.L.P.A. Equipment
Gaspésie: 506-826-2717

Redtrac International
Vineland: 905-562-4136
/JCBNA

@

@JCBNA

Moore JCB
Montreal: 514-333-1212

JCBNA
5168
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USED EQUIPMENT

PRICE

$72,900

PRICE

2014 CAT 308E2 CR MINI EXCAVATOR

$53,000

PRICE

$118,000

$153,000

11,114 HRS, 18’8B, 9’6S HP, TOOL CNTRL, QC, 31” TG, 48”H&H BKT,
OTTAWA.

PRICE

$115,000

PRICE

$179,000

PRICE

PRICE

2012 DEERE 250G EXCAVATOR

2005 JOHN DEERE 315C EXCAVATOR
12,155 HRS, 10’2 STK, 28” TGB, THUMB CIRCUIT
ONLY, 42” BKT, CAMBRIDGE.

$30,000

1998 DEERE 330 EXCAVATOR

14044 HRS, COUPLER AND BUCKET, ST. JOHN.

PRICE

2016 CAT 313FLGC EXCAVATOR

$62,500

2012 JCB 4CX14EC BACKHOE LOADER
5340 HRS, SNOW BLADE & FORKS, ST JOHN’S.

PRICE

PRICE

$42,000

1996 CAT 350L EXCAVATOR

24,595 HRS, 23’8 BOOM, 13’3 STICK, C/W REMO DEV F-LINKAGE,
54”GP BKT., TORONTO.

2,060 HRS, 15’3B, 8’2S, 8’6 BLD, QC, HP TOOL CON, 24”TGB,
42”GP BKT, CAT THUMB, OTTAWA.

2,307 HRS, MED STICK, AUX HYD, BKT, TORONTO.

$59,000

2014 CAT 320EL EXCAVATOR

$36,000

2088 HRS, NON EPA COMPLIANT US, CORNERBROOK.

$189,000

2004 CAT 320CL EXCAVATOR
9,153 HRS,18’7B, 9’6S, MP+HP, TOOL CONTROL, QC, 28”TGB, 42”
GP, 5/PADDLE TIPS, ORILLIA.

PRICE

PRICE

2016 DEERE 290G EXCAVATOR

$77,000

5,585 HRS, 9’6 HD S, 31” TG, QCR, LONDON.

9278 HRS, 9’6”STK, QC, 42”ESCO GP W/7 TIPS DC BKT, ALUBE,
40%UC, MECH THUMB, OTTAWA.

$205,000

2000 CAT 320BL EXCAVATOR

PRICE

2011 DEERE 200DLC EXCAVATOR

used.toromontcat.com

PRICE

PRICE

2012 CAT 320EL EXCAVATOR

FOR MORE USED EQUIPMENT, VISIT

18203 HRS, 18’7B, 9’7S COMBO HYD,R 32’TGB, 60”DC BKT, ORILLIA.

5487 HRS, 2T4F, 97” BLADE ,2ND AUX, QCR, 18” RUBR, WINDSOR.

B1

1992 CAT 950F WHEEL LOADER
31,859 HRS, 4YD/EDGE, LONDON.

Contact your local Toromont Cat sales representative for details.

$80,000

2015 DEERE 244K WHEEL LOADER
1482 HRS, OTTAWA.

1 800-268-1965
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Volvo Used Equipment
For more information contact:

J.J Lyons
jjlyons@strongco.com
Mississauga Ontario
1.800.268.7004
1.905.565.3857

2012 Volvo EC380 DL, 8600 hrs., 36” triple
grouser, air susp. seat, Q/C, 60” bkt. $149,900

2013 Volvo EC140DL, 2550 hours, 36” bkt,
coupler, hyd. thumb, rear camera.
$126,500

2011 Volvo EW180C, 2100 hours, aux. hyd.,
coupler, 36” bucket.
$165,000

2012 Volvo ECR235, 6400 hours, hyd. coupler, 32”
tracks, 2-way proportional hyd.
$147,500

2006 Volvo EC240, coupler, thumb, full piping and
hyd., extra work lights, 1.5y bucket.
$49,900

2016 Volvo DD120, 115 hrs, 78”, HF 8 amp., adv.
compaction, drum spray water pump. $230,000

2014 Volvo A40G 3770 hours, rear vision, heated
mirrors, tailgate, air ride KAB seat.
$475,000

2013 Volvo A40F, 7400 hrs, KAB air susp. seat,
rear camera, tailgate, newer tires.
$255,000

2014 Volvo A25F, 2300 hours, tailgate, camera,
heated mirrors, Kab seat.
$376,500

2014 Volvo A40G, 2900 hours, rear vision, KAB air
ride, tailgate, auto engine shutdown. $489,900

2016 Volvo MC 115 C, 110 hours, cab with heat
& A/C, 2 speed, high flow.
$59,500

2017 Volvo MCT135 220 hours, heat and AC, 78”
bkt and 48” forks. 2 years left on warranty $72,500

2014 Volvo MTC 85 C demo unit , 2 speed, 50 hours,
Heat/AC, deluxe package, 72” bucket. $66,850

2016 Volvo MC85C, 80 hrs, heat & AC, boom
susp., 2 Speed, 72” low profile bkt.
$42,500

2015 Volvo L150H, 3000 hours , boom susp., 3rd
fn hyd.,coupler, 5 yd. bucket.
$375,000

2013 Volvo L90G, 3rd function hyd., hyd. Q/C,
auto lube, 3.5 yard bucket.
$105,000

2014 Volvo L150G, boom susp, limited slip rear axle,
3rd fn hyd., auto lube, rear camera.
$175,000

2012 Volvo L70G, 8900 hrs, 3 yd bkt, newer tires,
Q/C, third function, rear-view camera. $95,000

ALBERTA

Acheson
877.948.3515
Calgary
800.342.6523
Fort McMurray
855.799.4201
Grande Prairie
888.513.9919
Red Deer
866.950.3473

ATLANTIC

Dartmouth
800.565.1916
Moncton
800.332.3338
Mount Pearl
888.542.2202

ONTARIO

Grimsby
800.668.9575
Kitchener
800.265.2488
London (Lambeth)
800.265.4762
Mississauga
800.268.7004
Ottawa
800.822.3308
Sudbury (Lively)
800.267.9833
Thunder Bay
800.465.5080

QUÉBEC

Baie-Comeau
866.996.3091
Boucherville
877.674.8380
Chicoutimi
800.323.1724
Laval
800.363.6789
St-Augustin
800.463.2662
Trois-Rivières
855.840.0828
Val-d’Or
800.561.4192

www.strongco.com
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UTILITIES

GOING

THE DISTANCE
Herrenknecht’s method of installing cable protection
pipes gets shortlisted for bauma Innovation Award
Herrenknecht has developed a new method to quickly and
securely install small-diameter cable protection pipes underground with drive lengths of more than one kilometre.
Dubbed E-Power Pipe, Herrenknecht says the trenchless
method of installing underground cables is more environmentally and financially friendly than the traditional open-cut
process for high-voltage grid expansion.
E-Power Pipe combines the proven horizontal directional
drilling (HDD) and AVN or Direct Pipe drilling technologies.
The centrepiece is the newly developed AVNS350XB tunnel
boring machine, developed by Herrenknecht, with an excavation diameter of 505 mm.
The new development from Herrenknecht is one of three
finalists for the bauma Innovation Award 2019 in the Machine
category, alongside the new large Milling machine with Mill
After breakthrough at the target point, the TBM is separated
Assist from Wirtgen and the 370 EC-B fiber flat-top crane from the jacking pipes. Next, the prefabricated cable protection
from Liebherr.
pipe is connected to the jacking pipes, which are still located
in the borehole, and pulled back and into the borehole by
Trenchless tech
the push and pull unit in the launch shaft at the other end.
Trenchless technology offers significant advantages over
After installation of the protection pipe, the E-Power Pipe
the conventional open-cut method, according to Herrenkn- mission is complete.
echt. The procedure closes a technical gap as it allows small
Final insertion of the underground cables is carried out
diameter drives with 10 times greater lengths, shallower by specialized companies.
depths as well as high precision and speed.
The method involved the development of new, extended
With E-Power Pipe, underground cables can be installed jacking pipes that allow a much more continuous advance.
trenchlessly and close to the surface at depths of between two
Herrenknecht developed an appropriate push and pull
and four metres with minimal intervention in the landscape. unit with a 10-metre stroke and a push and pull force of 350
The heart of the system is the remote-controlled tunnel tonnes specifically for the jacking pipes.
boring machine (TBM) AVNS350XB. The machine can keep
As well, by rotating it 180 degrees in the launch shaft, it
to the planned alignment with high precision and cross can also handle the retraction of the cable protection pipe
safely under existing infrastructure such as pipelines, roads, and take on a second function.
railways or small bodies of water. Individual boreholes can
The technology is based on a rack and pinion guide, powbe placed a distance apart of one to two metres, so several ered by electric motors.
lines can be installed in parallel.
As a result, the innovative concept ensures higher instalThe tunnelling machine is equipped with a jet pump and lation performance and greater acceptance thanks to lower
an integrated hydraulic power unit.
noise emissions.
With conventional methods, space restrictions limited
muck removal over longer sections, and as a result also Pilot project
limited the possible drive lengths. Through the use of the
The E-Power Pipe was successfully demonstrated in a pilot
jet pump for transporting the muck, up to 10 times longer project in West Germany.
tunnelling distances can be achieved at high speeds in the
Three parallel holes with a length of 300 metres at a shalsmall diameter range.
low depth were bored for the installation of HDPE pipes for
future cable insertion.
Two-stage installation
Daily best performances were achieved of 184 metres during
At the starting point, a newly-developed push and pull unit tunnelling and 266 metres when pulling in the protective pipe.
is installed and its thrust is used to push the jacking pipes
The development of the method received funding from
and the TBM along the specified route in the direction of the Germany’s Ministry of Economics and Energy, and was
target point. The borehole remains securely supported by carried out by Herrenknecht in cooperation with Amprion
the machine and the jacking pipes throughout the process. GmbH and with RWTH Aachen.

Small footprint
Due to the trenchless installation method, earth movements
are reduced at the places where cables will eventually be
connected. This equals a reduction of about 90 per cent in
relation to the entire alignment.
Installation takes place without any environmental impact
over long distances, since the surfaces and the soil structure
are left largely untouched. The use of construction machinery and trucks is also significantly reduced, alongside noise
and emissions.
The required personnel and associated costs are also
lower compared to open-cut installation. With the same
number of personnel, several sections of line can be worked
on simultaneously.

bauma award
The bauma Innovation Awards will be announced in
mid-April in five categories. A panel of experts evaluates the
practical relevance, economic potential and contribution to
environmental protection of the innovations.
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HammerHead Trenchless unveils
its QuickLok inversion drums
HammerHead Trenchless
has introduced a new line
of inversion drums along
with cam-locking nozzle
adaptors.
The two new product
lines were introduced at the
WWETT show in Indianapolis in late February.
The QuickLok’s design
offers cured-in-place-pipe
(CIPP) installers a user-friendly and the best
performing inversion drum
in the industry, according
to HammerHead. With two
drum sizes capable of holdALBERTA

Equipment Sales & Service Ltd
Edmonton, AB 780-440-4010

essltd.com

BRITISH COLUMBIA

The Inland Group
Campbell River, BC 250-287-8878
Cranbrook, BC 250-426-6205
Fort St. John, BC 250-785-6105
Kamloops, BC 250-374-4406
Kelowna, BC 250-769-2933
Langley, BC 604-607-8555
Nanaimo, BC 250-758-5288
Penticton, BC 250-492-3939
Prince George, BC 250-562-8171
Quesnel, BC 250-992-7256
Terrace, BC 250-635-5122
Vernon, BC 250-545-4424
Whitehorse, YT 867-668-2127
Williams Lake, BC 250-392-7101

inland-group.com

NEW BRUNSWICK, PEI &
NOVA SCOTIA

Boyd Equipment
Maugerville, NB

506-357-0211
boydequipment.net
NEW BRUNSWICK & QUEBEC

Paul Equipment

Balmoral, NB 506-826-3289

Operating Weight: 82,400 LBS
Max Dig Depth: 24’ 1”

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Atlantic Powertrain
& Equipment Inc.
Mount Pearl, NL

Net HP: 268
+

paulequipment.ca

NEWFOUNDLAND

709-747-2002

atlanticpowertrain.com
ONTARIO

+ EPA-certified Tier 4 Final

Itec 2000

Rosslyn, ON
Thunder Bay, ON

+ No DPF to maintain

+ Up to 8% improved fuel economy

+ 500-hr. fuel filters service intervals

+ 8 diesel tank refills per 1 diesel exhaust
fluid (DEF) refill
+ 2-3% DEF consumption rate

+Two-stage DEF anti-freeze system for
protection in harsh operating conditions

+ 30 hrs. between auto SCR regenerations,
only takes 5-8 minutes to complete!
+ VGT (Variable Geometry Turbocharger)

888-574-8530
itec2000.com

McDowell B Equipment Ltd.

Sudbury, ON 705-566-8190
Barrie, ON 416-770-7706

bmcdowell.com
Stratton Equipment
Sales and Service
Stratton, ON: 807-483-7777
strattonequipment.com
ONTARIO & QUEBEC
Top Lift Enterprises Inc.

Stoney Creek, ON 905-662-4137
Bolton, ON 905-857-5200
St-Laurent, QC 514-335-2953
Sherbrooke, QC 819-612-5438

toplift.com
QUEBEC
Équipement JYL inc

Chicoutimi, QC 418-698-6656

equipementjyl.com

lbxco.com

Micanic

St-Aug-D-Desm, QC

418-878-2241
micanic.com

ing up to 38 metres and 68
metres of 10 cm liner respectively, the QuickLok
features a single-lever lockdown that gives operators
a positive seal and secure
latch.
“The single-lever lockdown feature comes directly
from user input after more
than a year of in-the-field
testing,” said Matt Gabrielse, product manager of
HammerHead Trenchless
CIPP lines. “Time is everything once you’ve mixed
the resin. If operators need
access to the drum again for
an adjustment on the fly, the
QuickLok permits them to
do it quickly, saving valuable
minutes.”
Other user-inspired features include extra viewing
ports and a detachable
spindle wheel that makes
it easier to navigate tight
areas. Once in place, the
wheel may be reattached
to either side of the drum,
accommodating workspace
limitations or the preference
of the operator.
Along with the new drums,
HammerHead also launched
new cam-locking nozzle
adaptors. Compatible with
nozzles from other manufacturers, the adaptors enable
CIPP operators to cover all
18 straight, 45- and 90-degree nozzle configurations
to invert liners 5 cm to 20
cm in diameter with just two
adaptors, using six nozzles
they may already have.
“These new cam-locking
adaptors can greatly reduce
the number of attachments
CIPP operators need to have
on hand,” Gabrielse said.
“They’re another great example of HammerHead
listening to the needs of our
customers and responding
with solutions.”

HammerHead U
HammerHead has also announced that its trenchless
technique learning centre,
HammerHead University,
is now fully operational at
the company’s Lake Mills,
Wisconsin headquarters.
The two-story, 465 squaremetre educational facility
provides trenchless method contractors, plumbers,
project engineers, utility
companies and municipal
crews with classroom and
hands-on application training for every HammerHead
product line. Courses are
available for the pipe ramming, pipe bursting and pipe
slitting methods; lateral and
vertical cured-in-place pipe
(CIPP) cleaning, preparation
and rehabilitation; and pipe
and culvert spot repair.
Jeff Urbanski, HammerHead training and technical
services manager, said a fully

controlled learning environment allows students to
focus on the fundamentals
of the applications without
the distraction of specific,
site-based complications.
Initially grounded in an
application’s principles, students are better prepared to
anticipate how such jobsite
factors will affect an operation, as well as help them to
more quickly determine the
root cause of any problem
that arises.
“This is innovative education. It’s not just reading
from a book. We simulate
real-life applications, replicating situations that put
participants inside a house
or a manhole on a street,”
Urbanski said. “But taking
away the soil, watery ground
conditions and confined entries in their first experience
with the method results in
more consistently repeatable performance over a
wide range of worksite conditions.”
A controlled learning
environment is also a safer
environment to gain practical experience before
applying techniques in the
field, he said.
“Mistakes in a controlled
setting result in greater
understanding, whereas on
an actual job, mistakes can
cause expensive downtime
due to equipment or property damage,” Urbanski said.
For those who already
have that grounded understanding, Urbanski said
instructors can alter mock
ups to duplicate a specific
site’s set of complications.
“Contractors can study in
advance the impact of certain variables like cobbled
soils and flooded pits before
they face them on the job,”
Urbanski said.
Average class sizes in a
given application range between two and five people.
The University demonstration area accommodates
up to 18 participants in
as many as eight separate
application stations simultaneously. Larger class sizes
can be accommodated in the
HammerHead University
conference room.
HammerHead is also
currently in the process of
establishing an e-learning
platform with continuing
education units for its courses.
“In association with our
courses, students will be able
to go online and for a small
fee take a pass-fail course
to receive certification that
applies specifically to their
state or a given municipality
if its governed by specific
guidance. Certification will
be annually renewable,” Urbanski said.
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Vermeer Introduces the New RTX1250i2 Ride-On Tractor
Vermeer has revamped its RTX1250 ride-on tractor to
include intelligent controls and interchangeable attachments.
Based on the prior RTX1250 design, the new RTX1250i2
ride-on tractor features the latest in technology to make
it more efficient on the jobsite and reduce the amount of
time it takes to swap out i2 attachments.
“The new RTX1250i2 ride-on tractor is an evolution in
productive utility installation equipment,” said Ed Savage,
product manager at Vermeer. “It features cutting-edge advances in intelligent controls to help contractors do more
with one machine while improving job performance. The
intelligent features help the operator maintain optimal
efficiency.”
The controls on the Vermeer RTX1250i2 deliver several
boosts to productivity, including Productivity Zone, Auto
Plunge, TrenchSense electronic control system and EcoIdle
engine control system.
The Productivity Zone feature identifies the ideal operating range and ground speed for the rear attachment to
optimize machine production.
With a flip of a switch, Auto Plunge technology monitors
engine rpm and reduces the rate of plunge automatically
for a trencher or rockwheel attachment, so the rpm does
not drop too far.
As well, the onboard TrenchSense electronic control system helps prevent engine stall when working in challenging
ground conditions. It actively monitors engine rpm while
trenching and it will automatically pause the tractor’s forward creep if engine rpm drops or the trencher chain stops.
The ride-on tractor’s EcoIdle engine control system can

help reduce fuel consumption by automatically lowering tractor axle. The Vermeer RTX1250i2 is also Vermeer Fleetthe engine’s speed to an idle, if the tractor has not been ready, which allows the contractor to monitor the machine’s
active for 30 seconds.
engine operating hours, idle hours, fuel usage, fault codes
and location, as well as geofencing capabilities.
i2 attachments
The RTX1250i2 also comes with an optional remote control
From tires to tracks, trenchers to plows and backfill blades for maintenance as well as trailer loading and unloading.
to reel carriers, Vermeer has made it easier to customize and
Equipped with a 127 hp, 3.6 litre Deutz diesel engine, the
reconfigure the RTX1250i2 with intelligent i2 attachments RTX1250i2 ride-on tractor offers efficient power for high
that can be switched out in as little as 60 minutes. The load installs in difficult ground conditions. An isolated
self-identifying i2 attachments communicate with the tractor platform that helps reduce vibration, conveniently placed
and the machine's controls are then adjusted according to controls and optional climate-controlled cab helps keep
the operational needs of the attachment.
the operator comfortable.
Other features include the optional self-levelling auto
A steel track version of the ride-on tractor will be available
tilt to help maintain a vertical trench by adjusting the rear later this year.

Getting the most productivity from your auger boring machine
In the utilities industry, up-time is essential.
You’ve made the investment in purchasing
a piece of equipment for your jobsite and
manufacturers want to make sure that machine
stays up and running for you.
Getting the most productivity and reliability
from auger boring machines will occur from
following the maintenance routines and schedules prescribed by the manufacturer.
Following the recommended maintenance
routines will help reduce the cost of ownership,
as well as downtime. Dan Heath, product support manager at American Augers, stresses the
importance of the operating manual.
“The owner and operator of the machine
should read and fully understand the manual
before they begin operating the equipment,”
Heath said.
The manual contains all the necessary maintenance items and should always be on the
machine.
“It is easy for the contractors to get copies
of the manuals that go with their machine. All
we need to have is the serial number.”
The most important piece of maintenance
for the operator should be checking the safety
features daily.
“I always begin any maintenance conversation with safeties and making sure that all
the safety features on a piece of equipment are
intact and operational,” Heath said.
The emergency stop button and the tethered
stop switch should also be checked daily to
ensure they are functioning properly.
Heath advises owners to make sure fluids
and filters are changed according to the recommended time schedule, and to use quality
filters and fluids. The maintenance schedule
and factory recommended fluids can be found
in the operating manual. From the electrical
side of things, it is vital to check connections.
“Continuous monitoring of the electrical
connections on the machine can help alleviate
nuisance issues that can occur when wires are
not properly connected,” Heath said.

loose, so checking these connections on a regu- it is necessary to maintain some type of pit
lar basis can help keep the machine running drainage system,” he explained.
efficiently and smoothly.
Whether it’s a drainage tile or a pump in
From a maintenance standpoint, one of the the pit, it is critical to ensure that the system
best ways to keep an auger boring machine
up and running is by greasing the rolling
components of the rig. The grease points and
the factory recommended grease type can be
found in the manual.
Heath also suggests some mechanical inspections that can be done on a regular basis,
such as tightening bolts.
“Due to the violent operation of the machine,
bolts can loosen up and cause excessive wear
to the components. This can lead to premature
failure and excessive costs to the owner,” he
said.
Checking the alignments of certain components of the auger boring machine can also
help to reduce wear.
“There is a gear rack on the top of the tracks
and a pinion gear that engages the gear rack,”
Heath added. “There must be a specific air
gap between the bottom of the tooth and the
bottom of the root of the gear rack.”
This information and proper spacing size
are available in the manual.
“If that spacing is not right and that pinion
gear is pressed up against the side of it, it can
wear on the pinion shaft,” Heath said.
There are also wear points when the machine is in the track. The spacing between
the bar that maintains the machine in the
track and the pocket of that track the machine
rides in should be checked as well. Properly
maintaining these alignments will help reduce
wear in the machine’s components. It is also
important to maintain the proper fit clearances
on the tooling when the auger is coupled with
the machine.
“The auger has the male pin and the machine
has the female socket,” Heath said. “Over time,
that fit can get sloppy from wear. This runs the
risk of damaging these components.”
Properly maintaining these alignments can
help reduce wear on the auger boring machine.
Auger boring operation
Heath also advised that operators properly
During the operation of an auger boring protect the machine on the jobsite.
machine, the inherent vibrations can cause a
“If the machine is in any type of water, satnut or screw in the electrical circuit to come urated soil or the possibility of the pit flooding,

is properly maintained. The engines in the
auger boring machine can flood, leading to
serious damage which can be costly and result
in serious downtime of the machine.
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Vactor launches Truvac
vacuum excavators

Generator Sets & Diesel Service

• CAT • Cummins • John Deere• Perkins
• Diesel Service • Enclosures• Repair
RR#1, Norwich, Ontario N0J 1P0
519-688-6973• bkmachinery@execulink.com

Vactor has announced the introduction
of Truvac vacuum excavators, a brand of
purpose-built vacuum excavator trucks
that are designed specifically to meet the
safe-digging requirements of businesses
that locate and verify underground utility
lines and pipes.
The Truvac brand will focus on vacuum
excavation, while the Vactor brand will
continue to focus on equipment solutions
for cleaning and maintaining sewers and
catch basins.
The Truvac product line includes the
Paradigm sub-compact vacuum excavator, a 15-cm vacuum system with a boom
extendable to 4.4 metres with 210-degree
rotation; the Prodigy vacuum, which is also
equipped with at 15 cm vacuum system, as
well as a 4.9 metre extendable boom and
320 degrees of rotation; and the HXX series
of full-sized vacuum excavators designed to
tackle the biggest digging projects. The HXX
series features a 20-cm vacuum system, an
extendable or telescopic boom with 6.7 metre
reach and 320 degree rotation.
“The Truvac brand is new, but the products,
technology and quality are well established
by the Vactor brand, which enjoys an iconic
status in the world of vacuum technology,”
said Sam Miceli, vice president and general
manager of Vactor Manufacturing. “Vactor

Manufacturing, Inc. brings to the brand
more than 100 years of operator-focused
innovation excellence, more than 50 years
of experience building equipment that combines high-pressure water and vacuum
technology, and more than 20 years of experience manufacturing vacuum excavators.”
The Truvac team is based at Vactor Manufacturing’s headquarters and production
facilities in Streator, Illinois, where Truvac
machines are built.
As well, an expansive network of dealers
was selected to sell Truvac machines across
Canada and the United States. Furthermore, a team of experienced sales managers,
product management, service personnel
and marketing staff will concentrate on the
growth, expansion and operations of the
new brand.
“Truvac has been established to address
the critical need for safe digging in the United
States and Canada,” said Nick Bruhn, product manager at Truvac. “With more than
19 million miles of buried utilities in the
United States alone, the risks of utility strikes
caused by poor excavator digging practices
are too great to ignore, and incidents of gas
line explosions, power outages and burst
waterlines causing injuries, fatalities and
property damage continue to occur at an
alarming rate.”

Charles Machine Works acquired by Toro
New 80-100kW Cummins Genset
480/600V, 1 & 3 Phase, 60Hz,
Model QSB4.5, 165 hp.
$POR

New 200-300kW CAT Genset
480/600V, 3 Phase, 60Hz, Models C7
& C9.
$POR

New 500kW Cummins & Recon
480/600V, 3 Phase, 60Hz, Model QSX15,670hp, avail. w/weatherproof encl.
& sub-base fuel tank.
$POR

New Models 150kW-250kW Cummins Gensets, 480/600V, 3 Phase,
60Hz, Models: QSB 6.7 - QSC8.3QSL9. Options w/weatherproof
enclosure & sub-base fuel tank.$POR

Used Reconditioned 150kW - 250kW
Cummins Genset, 480/600V, 3 Phase,
60Hz, Model: 6CTA8.3-L10-M11, w/
New Stamford generator weatherproof encl. avail.
$POR

Used Reconditioned CAT Genset, 3
Phase, 480/600V, 350kW-400kW 500kW, 600kW. Models: 3406 - C15
- C18. Available with weatherproof
encl.
$POR

The Toro Company has
announced a definitive
agreement to acquire the
privately-held Charles
Machine Works for $700
million.
Based in Oklahoma,
Charles Machine Works is
the parent company to Ditch
Witch, Trencor, Hammerhead Trenchless, American
Augers and MTI Equipment.
The transaction is subject

Current stock for motor graders
Parts available for all Deere models and
generations as well as Caterpillar 16M and 24M!

Refurbished:

Used:

Aftermarket:

Circle drive gearboxes, HFWD hubs, Rims, circle assemblies, sheet
transfer drop boxes, & more...
metal, & more...

E-mail: usedparts@brandt.ca eBay Store: valueparts.ca
Inventory: brandt.ca/ValueParts

Moldboards, cab glass, steps,
& more...

1-877-685-4886

to regulatory approvals and
other customary closing
conditions and is currently
anticipated to close before
the end of Toro’s fiscal third
quarter of 2019.
“The addition of Charles
Machine Works will further
strengthen our portfolio
of market-leading brands
supported by talented employees, a commitment
to innovation, a best-inclass dealer network and
long-standing customer relationships,” said Richard
M. Olson, Toro’s chairman
and chief executive officer.
“As an organization, Charles
Machine Works aligns well
with and will contribute
to our own strategic priorities of profitable growth,
operational excellence and
empowering people. The
company expands our business in a meaningful way
in an adjacent category we
know well through our own
specialty construction business.”
Headquartered in Perry,
Oklahoma, Charles Machine
Works designs, manufactures
and sells a range of products
to cover the full life-cycle
of underground pipe and
cable, including horizontal
directional drills, walk and
ride trenchers, utility loaders,
vacuum excavators, asset
locators, pipe rehabilitation
solutions and after-market
tools. The company generated revenues of about $725
million in 2018.
“Culturally, our two organizations are very well

aligned and, in our past
experience, that has been
essential to the success of
a business combination
like this. We share similar
people, values, performance
expectations, business models focused on innovation,
brand and channel, and
strong community ties. With
its rich multi-generational
family legacy, commitment
to its employees and market leadership position, we
have respected and admired
Charles Machine Works for
a long time. We were excited
when joining forces became
a possibility, and we know
that both companies will be
stronger together.”
Toro expects to finance
the transaction with a combination of cash on hand
and debt, including from
additional financing arrangements and borrowings under
its existing credit facility.
“Our success is the result
of years of hard work and an
unwavering commitment to
developing innovative solutions for customers,” said
Rick Johnson, CEO of Charles
Machine Works. “From developing the world’s first
service line trencher in Perry,
Oklahoma, to today’s robust
Ditch Witch dealer network,
our family of companies is
well-positioned to join The
Toro Company’s family of
brands. We look forward to
building upon our founder’s
legacy of best-in-class offerings in the expanding
underground construction
market.”
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Kioti expands its DK10
compact tractor line
Kioti has added eight new models to its DK10 compact tractor line.
The new DK10SE series includes four cab models — the
DK4210SE HC, DK4710SE HC, DK5310SE HC and DK6010SE HC — and four ROPS models — the DK4210SE
HST, DK4710SE HST, DK5310SE HST and DK6010SE HST.
They join the DK4510, DK5010 and DK5510 ROPS models,
introduced in 2014.
“The new SE Series truly lives up to the DK10’s reputation
for both power and smooth handling,” said Peter Dong-Kyun
Kim, president and CEO of Daedong-USA, Kioti Tractor
Division. “We’re excited to expand this line in an effort to
continually meet and exceed our customers’ desires.”
The recent additions to the DK10 line allows operators
to choose the tractor that suits their needs. Throughout the
line, engine horsepower ranges from 40 to 58, while PTO
horsepower ranges from 29 to 45.
Kioti has introduced four new cab models and four new ROPS models to its DK10 series of compact tractors.
Each DK10SE tractor is powered by a liquid-cooled, fuel-efficient, three-cylinder Daedong Common Rail Diesel
Engine diesel engine. With a rear external three-point control
lever and hydraulic independent PTO, the DK10SEs deliver
power to a range of implements, which can be connected
with ease via a three-point hitch.
All models feature performance-proven, heavy-duty HST
drives. The three-range transmission — offering hi/mid/
low settings — with twin pedal operation.
The DK10SEs also offer easy access to the fuel filter, oil
filter, coolant reservoir, dipstick and fuel tank. This allows
operators to simply and efficiently perform routine checks
and basic maintenance on their own. The tilt steering wheel
and an adjustable seat allow operators to settle in for a
comfortable ride.
All models come standard with rear differential lock, rear
PTO, hydraulic power steering, four-wheel drive, a remote
hydraulic valve and an onboard toolbox. As well, the ROPS
models specifically feature an open platform design with a
deck mat and fender grips on each side for easy mounting
and dismounting. Cab models feature heat and air conditioning, rear window defrost, a single lever joystick, front
work lights and a power socket with USB connection and
an aux port.
Alongside the introduction of the DK10SE Series, Kioti
has introduced two new loaders, the KL5520 and KL5521,
for ROPS and cab models, respectively. The loaders can
be easily attached and detached with the assistance of a
built-in parking stand.
The Kioti KB2485 backhoe is also compatible with the
DK10SE Series offering responsive two-lever controls with
exceptional feathering.

Join Us For A
Complimentary BBQ
& Donations Accepted
For The Sharing Place
Food Bank

ATTENTION VISITORS
Pre-register by March 24, 2019 to Save 50%
& Fast-track your entrance to the show!
Visit www.NHES.ca for all the exciting details
& to pre-register today.

SHOW HOURS
Thursday 9am - 5pm • Friday 9am - 4pm

Check out these HEAVY Features…
• Recruiting Here
• OAPC Spring Operations Seminar
• Educational Seminars on These Cutting - Edge Topics:
• Careers

• Virtual Reality

• Drones

• Cannabis and The Job Site
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TRI-CITY EQUIPMENT
Industry leader in on-site equipment and earthworks solutions.

@EQUIPJOURNAL

Your Heavy Equipment Rental Headquarters

VOLVO 30, 35 & 40 TON TRUCKS
IN STOCK TOO!

FOR RENT ONLY

Fully Equipped!
2018 CAT 730C2’s, wide tires
FOR RENT ONLY

2017 CAT D5K2 XL, grade control, 6 way 2017 CAT DGN LGP, fully equipped with
blade, LGP also available.
grade control.
HAMMER OR CHOICE OF BUCKETS

2014-2017 CAT 930K, Q/C, 3rd valve,
bucket, forks, fully equipped.

2017 HITACHI ZX 350, coupler, aux.
hydraulics.

CHOICE OF BUCKETS

2017 HITACHI ZX470, coupler, med.stick.

8 TON CLASS

CHOICE OF ATTACHMENTS

CHOICE OF ATTACHMENTS

Tri-City Equipment is a 100% privately owned Canadian corporation.

FREE
LISTINGS
FROM A TRUSTED SOURCE
WWW.EQUIPMENTJOURNAL.COM/REGISTER
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LIST

60 FOoT LONG REACH

2017 CAT 335, zero swing tail, loaded 2016 VOLVO EC250CLR, 60 foot reach,
choice of digging or ditching bucket.
coupler, tool control.

2017 KUBOTA KX080-4, fully equipped w/ 2018 HITACHI ZX135US, zero swing tail,
hyd. thumbs, wrist-a-twist, choice of bkts. loaded coupler, tool control.

CREATE YOUR ACCOUNT:

2018 CAT D6T LGP, VPAT, 3 shank ripper, 2015 CAT 972M, scale, auto lube, 7 yard
grade control and ARO ready.
gp bucket, ride control, command steer.

2014 CAT 318D WHEELED EXCAVATOR,
var. angle boom, aux. hyd. 72”wrist a twist.

CONTACTS:

Jeff Armishaw: (519) 240-2115 Main Phone: (519) 767-9628
Fax: (519) 837-1161
Don Tindall: (519) 827-4294

TOLL FREE:

1-800-646-2064

VISIT US:

91 Monarch Road, Guelph ON, N1K 1S4

EMAIL US:

info@tri-cityequipment.com

www.tri-cityequipment.com
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THE

LED

JOBSITE
LIND Equipment has created a reusable suite of
lighting to cover all aspect of the construction process

Since Lind Equipment launched its LED Jobsite in 2015,
its customers have collectively saved 157 million kilowatt
hours of energy.
The Markham, Ontario-based lighting company’s system
provides all temporary lighting for a construction site, from
light towers to room lighting to crane lighting.
The LED Jobsite is capable of reducing lighting-related
energy consumption by up to 90 per cent, and the system
is now being used by several major construction firms
throughout North America.
The 157 million kilowatt hours of electricity they’ve saved,
equates to enough power to run 16,000 homes for a year,
or the CO2 equivalent of taking 23,000 cars off the road.
“That number continues to go up and up as they go,” said
Lind Equipment President Brian Astl. “This is not a small
impact this is a big impact from a bunch of small lights.”

Clean50
Last year, the LED Jobsite won Canada’s 2018 Clean50
award, for advancing sustainability and clean capitalism
in Canada. As Lind celebrates its 70th year in business,
Astl said the company has had a heavy focus on investing
in LED research and development.
“We’re focused on innovating, not just for the sake of
innovating, but to drive value for our customers,” he said.
“Over our 70 years in business, we’ve evolved as the technology has evolved.”
The LED Jobsite is comprised of several lighting options,
including a crane/pit light, LED high bay, large area low bay,
small area low bay, modular string lights and light towers.
“The idea is they can work together as a whole suite to
light up a jobsite in any way you need to,” Astl said. “We
have different purpose-built lights for different scenarios.”
The Beacon series of 800-watt LED light towers is able to
produce the same amount of light as four 1,000-watt metal
halide bulbs.
“These light towers are the first towers ever built by a
lighting company rather than a generator company,” Astl
said. “What we’ve created is something completely different
in the industry.”
The light tower can be run off an external power source,
and two towers can run off a single 15A circuit. The Beacon is
also equipped with an external fuel tank inside the cabinet,
which supplements the run time of a 2,000 watt generator
for about 45 hours.

At World of Concrete, Lind introduced a vertical mast
version of the tower to compliment the existing horizontal
light tower.
“You can fit two of them in the back of a pickup truck,”
Astl said.
“You can plug two of them into your outlets at home and
not blow a circuit. It’s also half the cost of the traditional
towers.”

“You’re reducing labour time, your reducing energy usage
and you’re making it easier to reuse the lights later on.”
Furthermore, how the lights are used evolved along with
the jobsite.
“While you may want to hang these lights during the initial
construction, you’re able to take them down and put them
on a tripod. Now they become portable area lights,” Astl said.
In downtown Edmonton, PCL Construction used the
LED Jobsite system while constructing several buildings
Beacon 360 Spark
involved in the Ice District, a $2.5 billion mixed use sports
When construction moves inside of a structure, Lind has and entertainment district situated on 10 hectares of land.
“PCL used our lights in the first building, saved them
developed the Beacon 360 Spark, which is used in place of
all, and reused them in the next two buildings,” Astl said.
traditional string lights.
Astl explained bulb string lights will often get caught
between walls as construction advances, and cut down LED evolution
and thrown away when the project is complete. On larger
LED light quality has improved as the technology has
construction sites, contractors may have an employee advance. The first LED lights generated a harsh blue light
dedicated to solely changing string lights.
that was difficult to incorporate into a working environment.
“They’re really disposable products that take a lot of time
“At first, they weren’t efficient enough to get the same
and energy to maintain,” he said.
amount of light as the traditional bulb products,” Astl said.
The Beacon 360 Spark lights daisy chain together and “So, you had a lot of scepticism when LEDs came out; they
include triple taps to route lighting in multiple directions. weren’t bright enough and harsh on the eyes.”
The Spark also easily detaches from its power cord.
Lind Equipment held off on releasing an LED light tower,
“You can basically use them like light Legos,” Astl said. until the technology matched the output of traditional bulbs.
As well, six Spark lights are able to replace 30 metres of
“As we’ve become in tune with using LED technology to
string lights, while generating the same output.
create better lights, we’ve created a better colour that your
“And you’re never replacing the bulb because there’s no eyes are used to,” he said.
bulb in it. It will run for five years if you run it 24/seven,”
“And we can now say they throw the same amount of
Astl said.
light.”
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Doosan Portable Power boosts
air compressor uptime

ESTABLISHED IN 2009

Purchasing a
Compactor
this year?
Many models to choose from!

613-794-7800
SALES | RENTALS | SERVICE

Connect with us
COMPACTION EQUIPMENT

www.townequipment.ca

Doosan Portable Power has released an
updated Doosan C185WDO portable air
compressor with improved runtime and cold
starting capabilities.
The redesigned C185 has a runtime of 12.6
hours at 100 per cent load. Doosan Portable
Power boosted runtime by adding a 130 litre
fuel tank, which is about 65 per cent larger
than the previous model. The bigger tank was
also added without sacrificing the compact
size of the C185.
“Compared to the previous model, we’ve
almost doubled that runtime,” said Cody
Blythe, from Doosan Portable Power.
The new portable air compressor also
features cold starting capabilities at temperatures as low as -24 C. On the other end of the
spectrum, the C185 has a limited ambient
temperature rating of 49 C for operation in
areas that experience extreme heat.
Doosan Portable Power also equipped the
C185 with the Doosan DSN100 airend and a
Tier 4 Final Doosan D18 engine. Together,
they deliver 185 cfm of air at a rated operating
pressure of 100 psi.
“We are the first compressor manufacturer
to have a propriety engine and airend in our
packages, and that goes for our whole small
air line,” Blythe said.
By using Doosan engines and Doosan
airends, Doosan can guarantee the quality of
its machines and create consistency across
its models. The C185, redesigned P185 and
new P250/HP210 models now have service
points in the same locations. This update
simplifies maintenance for both dealers and
equipment owners.

“We completely redesign our small air
line, and the theme was commonality and
serviceability,” Blythe said. “If a service tech
is working on one unit, he can walk over to
the P250 and it will feel like he’s working on
the C185.”
As well, the three compressors share the
same filters.
“Our dealers and customers only have to
stock one filter,” Blythe said.
Further simplifying maintenance of the
C185 is the newly redesigned canopy that
allows for easy access to the machine’s service points and is constructed of virtually
indestructible composite. A new removable
end cap also makes cooler cleaning easier
and safer without exposure to internal components.
Other user-friendly features include a control panel with an easy-to-understand digital
readout of all major machine functions, an
independent hour metre that makes it simple
to plan preventive maintenance and sturdy
components built to withstand heavy use.
Also for serviceability, Doosan Portable
Power added a spin-on separator element.
“Typically, these are inside the separator
tank, and the top of the tank will have about
12 bolts. It takes about 45 minutes if you
know what you’re doing to be able to take
those bolts out,” Blythe said. “This takes about
three minutes.”
Air discharge valves were also moved to the
curbside of the machine, allowing one person
to set the pressure instead of two.
“Having it on the curbside is also a safer feature for whoever is running it,” Blythe said.

Chicago Pneumatic harnesses the Venturi
principle for new dust collection system
Chicago Pneumatic’ s new CDP 10 dust
collection system kit helps protect workers
from exposure to crystalline silica during
common construction tasks.
The vacuum dust collection method of the
CDP 10 uses the Venturi principle to create
a vacuum using compressed air.
The system consumes 0.7 cubic metres per
minute, per tool, and has vacuum suction
capacity of just over 1.2 metres of water.
The kit includes a vacuum suction unit,
a 6.4 metre suction hose, universal shroud
connector, three dust collection bags and
three bellows.
“Our concerns for the operator health and
safety is always top of mind, which includes
our new CDP 10, as well as other controls
already included in our tools like hand
arm vibration control and noise emission
control,” said Eric Massinon, business development manager at Chicago Pneumatic.
“We wanted to make the CDP 10 as simple
and efficient to use on the jobsite as possible. Equipped with a long suction hose,
the product is also completely out of the
way of the operator and is light enough to
move around.”
The dust collection system’s filter has
the capacity of 99.58 per cent filtration of
exhaust air, keeping the environment clean
and reducing the exposure level for operators. It is equipped with a filter cleaning
mechanism to enhance the filter life, while
a vacuum indicator notifies the operator of
a clogged filter.
At the bottom of the unit are retractable
strainers, holding a recyclable eco-friendly
dust collection bag in place and preventing
it from being sucked in. This setup allows

enough suction space for the cyclone method
of dust collection.
The plug and play setup of the CDP 10
is simple, taking less than a minute. The
standalone unit also comes with a foldable
tripod stand for easy transportation. To reduce the stress on operators while carrying
the 25-kg unit around the jobsite, the dust
collector features handles to easily lift and
maneuvre. The unit is also available as a
trolley-mounted version, which can store
two working tools and a pneumatic tool up
to 40 kg.
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BEC Equipment has your back!
•

KOHLER.
ENGINES
Pictured here in 2018 is a fully restored
International Harvester TD6 crawler tractor at HCEA Canada's Wheels & Tracks in
Motion event.
The late Mr. Don Shiell, a director on the
HCEA board, had restored the 1952 crawler
over a five year period, rebuilding the engine,
steering clutches and adding hydraulics
all the while he was in his late 70s. He had
previously equipped a I-H TD9 crawler
with a Heil cable control winch to handle
a small LeTourneau pull scraper, which he
demonstrated at HCEA events.
When first introduced in 1939 the TD6
was rated at a meagre 35 hp and by the end
of production in 1969 theTD6 Series 62 had
been upgraded to 50 hp. These versatile,
lighter weight crawlers could be configured for orchard use, agricultural use or
equipped with bulldozer blades supplied
by Heil or Bucyrus Erie along with Hough
and Bucyrus Erie loader attachments. These
were handy small machines for contractors,
municipalities and farmers alike.

The 1920s hard-tire float trailer, being
pulled by the TD6, has an interesting history.
Through much research it was discovered
that it had belonged to the works department
in London, Ontario and had been built in
Kitchener, Ontario by Dominion Trailer
Ltd. It was donated to HCEA Canada by Jim
Dunning of St. Thomas, Ontario and was
restored by Don Shiell and fellow association
member, Reg Johnston. Another rare find
brought back to life.
To see more than 60 restored pieces of
vintage construction equipment in action,
be sure to attend Historical Construction
Equipment Association (HCEA) Canada's
2019 events, including the Wheels and
Tracks event, held June 8 and 9 at the Simcoe
County Museum near Barrie, Ont.
As well, HCEA Canada will have a booth
at the National Heavy Equipment Show
March 28 and 29.
HCEA Canada is a Proud Community
Heritage Partner of the Simcoe County
Museum.

•
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“Bobcat is Bobcat…a brand name that is reliable, [who] makes a solid machine.”

CALL YOUR LOCAL
AUTHORIZED BOBCAT
DEALERS

From left to right: Robert Provenzano, Gino Cervo and Mario Provenzano pose for a picture after loading up Zancon Environmental
Inc.’s new Bobcat T595 compact track loader in their yard heading to a jobsite.

Mario and Rober t Provenzano spent
their childhood listening to their family
talk construction from dawn until dusk.
From a young age, the brothers enjoyed
working in the family excavating business
with their parents and developed a true
passion for their work. It was only natural
that shortly after they graduated (The
University of Toronto & George Brown
college) and worked in various managerial roles for several different excavating
contractors that they proudly followed in
their family’s foot steps as their own entity.
They incorporated Zancon Environmental
Inc. about a year ago; an excavating and
grading contractor who specializes in
bulk excavation including condo high
rises and office towers in the GTA and
surrounding areas.

on with everything in our business; the one of our main pieces of equipment.
equipment, job estimating, drawings, Mario added “Bobcat is Bobcat…a brand
etc.,” stated Rob.
name that is reliable, [who] makes a solid
machine. We wouldn’t buy anything else
When they were in the market for a skid- as our first skid steer.”
steer/track loader, they contacted Gino
Cervo, sales specialist for Bobcat of To- Mario and Rob said they would recommend
ronto, who was recommended to them. giving Gino Cervo a call to help you with
“We have always leaned towards Bobcat® your next machine purchase.
machines. As children, our toys were the
metal Bobcat models. We have a great Thank you Mario and Rob
relationship with Gino. He gave us a good
deal and provides excellent service.”

The brothers purchased a Bobcat T595
compact track loader. “The size is perfect down in the hole for us and has an
amazing range of attachments; we bought
a sweeper, forks and a snow blower. We
have a variety of uses for it, including
“We decided to jump in while we are still spreading stone and getting in and out
young” stated Mario. “We are very hands of tight spaces”, stated Rob. It’s now

TORONTO
Bobcat of Toronto
416-679-4172
bobcattoronto.com

BARRIE
Bobcat of Barrie
1-888-637-RENT
bobcatbarrie.com

KITCHENER
Bobcat of the TriCities Ltd.
1-866-214-3939
bobcatoftc.com

BRANTFORD
Bobcat of Brantford
519-752-7900
bobcatofbrantford.com

LONDON
Bobcat of London
519-455-4900
bobcatoflondon.ca

CASSELMAN
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley
613-764-2033
bobcatov.com

OTTAWA
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley
613-831-5166
bobcatov.com

CORNWALL
Bobcat of Ottawa Valley
613-932-2034
bobcatov.com

PARRY SOUND
Bobcat of Parry Sound Ltd.
705-342-1717
bobcatofparrysound.com

COURTICE
Bobcat of Durham East Ltd.
905-404-9990
bobcatofdurhameast.com

STRATFORD
Bobcat of Stratford
519-393-6040
bobcatofstratford.ca

FRANKFORD
John’s Equipment
613-398-6522
bobcat.johnsequipmentsales.com

STRATTON
Stratton Equipment
807-483-5505
strattonequipment.com

HAMILTON
Bobcat of Hamilton
905-643-3177
bobcatofhamilton.com

SUDBURY
McDowell B Equipment Ltd.
705-566-8190
bmcdowell.com

GREY BRUCE
Bobcat of Grey Bruce
519-372-9100
bobcatoftc.com

TORONTO EAST
Bobcat of Toronto
416-679-4171
bobcattoronto.com
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Allmand Bros. expands Maxi line of compressors and generators
Allmand Bros. have introduced three new
portable air compressors and two new mobile
generators.
Allmand introduced the Maxi-Air 100,
375DP and 400 portable air compressors and
Maxi-Power 65 and 150 mobile generators at
the ARA Show in Anaheim, California.
“The new portable compressor and generator products expand our portfolio of
heavy-duty, reliable job site equipment,” said
Brett Shive, a senior field service technician
for Allmand.
“We’re already seeing high-demand for
these five new products, and we’re excited
to offer our customers in the rental industry
a complete, versatile fleet of compressor and
power options.”
The Maxi-Air 100, 375DP and 400 portable
air compressors are designed with an oversized rotary air screw end to run at lower rpm
to extend life and improved fuel efficiency.
Developed for ease of use and with easy
starting, all compressors are equipped with
a Tier 4 Final engine and deliver airflow in all
climate conditions.
The new Maxi-Air 100 provides a solution
for niche industry demands where a smaller
compressor is required. On the opposite end

of the spectrum, the new 375DP and 400
meets high-pressure application demands.
The 375DP is designed with a flexible dual
pressure design.
“Whatever job our customers are running,
we now have a compressor to meet that need,”
Shive said.
The new Maxi-Power 65 and 150 mobile
generators are built with an oversized alternator for easy motor starting.
Delivering 65 and 150 kVA prime power, the
units are equipped with Tier 4 Final engines,

Under Contract With: City of Toronto, Province of Ontario, Hydro One

705-436-4111
UPCOMING INDUSTRIAL AUCTIONS:
Fri & Sat-Mar 22 & 23, 2019 Fri & Sat-Apr 26 & 27, 2019
Fri & Sat-May 24 & 25, 2019 Fri & Sat-Jun 21 & 22, 2019
Visit our website for full details and a list of all auctions.

www.northtorontoauction.com | info@northtorontoauction.com

and have a deep-sea controller for easier
diagnostic readings.
With a frequency switch for flexibility of
jobsite power needs and 38 cm tires for better towing capabilities, the 150 is a critical
addition to Allmand’s generator offerings
and provides more options for right-sizing
their jobsite power.

Plant expansion
Allmand Bros. have also announced plans
to expand its current facility in Holdrege,
New England. The expansion will increase
production capacity and speed-to-market
with new innovations.
The expansion includes five new assembly
lines, a prototyping lab, a new paint system
and robotic weld cells. Construction of the
new space is expected to be complete by the
end of 2019.
“By expanding the footprint, capabilities
and efficiency of our current facility, Allmand will be equipped to meet increased
demand for its products across all of its markets including oil and gas, construction and

infrastructure,” said Ben Duke, senior vice
president of job site and standby at Briggs &
Stratton. “Allmand is an 80-year-old company
backed by a 110-year-old company.
With that amount of expertise in the industry and in power, the expansion announced
today will provide the capacity for Allmand
to innovate and grow well into the future.”
With roots meeting the needs of customers in the oil and gas industry, Allmand has
expanded its lineup of products to serve the
construction, mining and rental markets.
Due to the diversification, Allmand is now
posting record levels of business.
Allmand is a subsidiary of Briggs & Stratton,
and has been delivering compact equipment
solutions since 1938.
The expansion aligns with Briggs & Stratton’s focus on growing its commercial
business.
Over the last five years, the company has
grown commercial sales by more than 70 per
cent and the Allmand business plays an important role in continuing growth, according
to Briggs & Stratton.
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The first battery-powered,
zero emission plates
Wacker Neuson has introduced the first
battery-powered, single direction vibratory
plates offering zero-emissions compaction.
The AP1850e and AP1840e series offer
a new solution for contractors and rental
centres looking for a cordless, emissions-free
plate compactor for a variety of applications.
These plates are ideally suited for use in
new commercial interior or indoor renovation projects, poorly ventilated areas such
as trenches and tunnels, projects with strict
emission and noise guidelines, as well as
traditional soil and asphalt compaction
applications.
The new AP series battery-powered plates
are offered with a 50-cm operating width for
the AP1850e, or a 40-cm operating width for
the AP1840e.
The plates are available with a water tank
and sprinkling set for asphalt applications.
These new plates are simple to operate with
an easy, push button start and charging
indicator light on the battery.

No V-belt
Wacker Neuson’s battery-powered vibratory plates are the only single direction plates
on the market without a V-belt. The maintenance-free electric motor is mounted directly
on the baseplate, which requires fewer wear
parts and reduces service time, contributing

to the low total cost of ownership.
Wacker Neuson developed the battery-powered compaction equipment
platform as a modular concept.
The battery and charger used for the new
AP series plates are the same as those used
for the recently introduced AS50e battery
rammer. This increases flexibility and economic efficiency as customers can use the
same battery system in the rammer and
any of the four new AP1850e and AP1840e
plate models.
Under typical working conditions, one battery charge can last a standard working day.
Should the battery need to be changed, it is
easily removed, without tools, and replaced
with a charged battery in a few simple steps.
The battery system has been specially
designed to withstand tough construction
site conditions.
The BP1000 lithium-ion battery system
provides constant power output over the
entire discharge phase, providing full compaction performance from the first to last
minute of work.
The battery management system protects against overcharging, and provides
long service life with active cooling during
operation.
ment choice for contractors, landscapers compaction solution for special projects
Wacker Neuson’s emission-free vibratory and rental centres. This technology allows or customers who require or prefer more
plates and rammer offer an alternative equip- dealers to offer a zero-emission or quieter environmentally-friendly equipment.

Minnich introduces vibrator speed controller
Minnich Manufacturing
has introduced a solution
for concrete blemishes
caused by excessive vibrator speeds.
The M-Box vibration control solution was introduced
by Minnich at World of Concrete in Las Vegas.
The Minnich M-Box is a
speed control, high-cycle
power converter that enables high-cycle vibrator
operators to control vibrations per minute of up to
two vibrators. The M-Box is
designed to minimize time
and cost associated with
patching structural concrete
surface blemishes caused by
excessive vibrator speeds.
“The M-Box gives our
customers complete control of their concrete,” said
Rob Minnich, vice president
of marketing at Minnich
Manufacturing. “By helping
operators apply the most
force with the lowest speed,

the M-Box maximizes vibration quality and, in turn,
the quality of the concrete
structure.”
I n p u m p e d c o n c re t e
mixes, available/ble e d
water can be an issue. The
faster the vibrator speed,
the more water separation
occurs and collects on the
form faces. As well, chipping and patching labour
and patch material can be
expensive.
Minnich M-Box operators
can select from speeds of
6,000, 8,000, and 10,800 vibrations per minute.
The product converts the
230-volt, single-phase outlet
of a 3,500-watt generator to
230-volt, three-phase output, allowing the operator
to choose a uniform and
compatible constant speed
under different concrete
loads.
Minnich also displayed its
Auto Vibe II vibrator monAUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

itoring system at World of
Concrete.
The monitoring system for
paving machines can monitor, control and program
hydraulic vibrator speeds
during the paving process
for improved concrete surface results.
The Auto Vibe II monitors
up to 62 hydraulic vibrators
during the paving process,
recording and displaying

real-time data that can be
used to ensure proper vibrator operation. Readings are
recorded by time, distance
travelled, or at the push of
a button.
Reports can be generated
after the data is imported
from a USB drive.
The system can be installed on any new or
existing hydraulic vibrator
Minnich Manufacturing’s M-Box vibrator speed controller.
system.
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After six decades, John Carter retires from JCB
For 60 years, John Carter embodied the spirit of JCB.
However, in early February, the company bid farewell
to the journeyman whose career spanned three countries,
included 15 different job titles and influenced thousands
of colleagues.
Speaking at a farewell ceremony at the company’s headquarters in Pooler, Georgia, JCB North America president
and CEO, Richard Fox-Marrs commented on Carter’s career.
“As much as John’s 60 years of service to JCB is an incredible
achievement, perhaps his greatest contribution comes not
from how long he served, but how he served,” Fox-Marrs said.
“For as long as I have known him, no matter the challenge,
John has rolled up his sleeves, got on with it and delivered
outstanding results. And he’s always done it with a smile.
“And while we all wish him the very best in retirement, he
will be genuinely missed by everyone at JCB.”
In his typical, affable style, Carter shared with his colleagues
the wisdom acquired over his long career.
“If there’s one bit of advice I’d like to share, it’s to embrace
every opportunity and give your all to everything you do,”
Carter said. “You never know what new opportunity will
spring from what you’re working on today.”
Carter’s career with JCB began when he was hired as a
16-year-old cost clerk at JCB global headquarters in the
United Kingdom.
“It was 1959 BC,” Carter joked. “Before computers.”
From there, Carter moved through several finance positions
while studying at a local college to earn his accounting degree.

In 1967, he relocated to Canada to manage a local company purchased by JCB and to oversee the production of
wheel loaders.
Upon his return to England, Carter became the accountant for JCB Service, Earthmovers, Research and Farms. He
then became a founding member of a new budget control
team where he developed a unique understanding of the
entire business.

A Canadian, then an American

John Carter

In the 1970s, Carter immigrated to Canada as the new
parts manager for JCB Excavators Limited. There, he was
instrumental in establishing an initial North American distribution network. It was at this time that Carter became a
Canadian citizen. He also began working closely with John
Patterson, who would later become the global CEO of JCB
and the chairman and CEO of JCB in North America; to this
day the two men maintain a close relationship.
In 1981, JCB Excavators Limited and JCB Inc. merged and
Carter transferred to Whitemarsh, Maryland as the parts
manager for North America, a role that required extensive
travel throughout the contiguous United States and every
Canadian province.
In 2000, JCB North America relocated to its new headquarters in Pooler, Georgia along with Carter and his parts
operations. Soon after the move, Carter transferred to the
SAP Implementation Team for warehouse management and
production planning.

Carter then became a change manager for SAP integration.
This was followed by a term in the attachments division, and
even a period as the headquarters facilities manager. It was
at this time that he became a citizen of the United States.
Carter relocated to York, Pennsylvania in 2014 as regional
business manager, before returning to the North American
headquarters two years later as a project manager.
“It speaks volumes of John that he is so loved and admired
by hundreds of his teammates,” said Tonya Poole, vice
president for human resources at JCB North America. “He
is a role model, not just for professional excellence, but for
team work and team spirit.”
In retirement, John and his wife Jean will move to Pennsylvania where he says he will attend to a long-neglected
“honey-do” list. Those who know him best, however, wonder how he’ll manage that from the back nine at the Cool
Creek Golf Club.

Terry Dolan joins Custom Equipment
Custom Equipment has announced industry
veteran Terry Dolan is joining the company
as president and chief executive officer.
Dolan brings nearly 30 years of experience
in the rental, construction and equipment
industries and will lead the overall direction
and strategy of the organization.
“Terry’s background and industry expertise
are the perfect fit for the company’s future,”
said Steve Ellis, Custom Equipment chairman
of the board. “He has a strong and proven
background in construction equipment and
channel development and has extensive
knowledge of the rental industry both in
North America and internationally.”
Dolan has more than 20 years of executive
and general management experience in
the industrial equipment and rental sector,
including leading national sales, operations
and marketing teams. His experience has
provided him with a strong background in
the construction, agriculture and mining
sectors.
He started his career in his home state of

New Jersey, working for a large equipment
dealer. From there, he spent 10 years in various marketing and distribution roles with
Case, helping to transform the marketing
initiatives of the company.
He further developed his leadership skills
while holding several positions at Ingersoll
Rand, including vice president of sales and
marketing for all construction equipment
businesses. This expanded his experience
with used equipment manufacturing and
company-owned dealers in the U.S., Europe
and Southeast Asia.
After holding an executive position in the
mining industry, Dolan became the executive
vice president of commercial and industrial
groups at Generac Power Systems, including their subsidiaries, Magnum, Towerlight
and MAC Heaters. Dolan then became the
president of Ritchie Bros. Auctioneers for the
United States and Latin American markets.
In this role, he oversaw 23 operations within
the U.S. and Latin America.
“Custom Equipment has a strong reputa-

Terry Dolan
tion for developing and delivering a quality
product,” Dolan said. “I’m looking forward to
becoming an integral part of this team and
executing a growth strategy to continue the
company’s trajectory of success.”
Dolan holds a bachelor’s degree in busi-

ness management with a concentration in
marketing from Concordia University.
Custom Equipment LLC engineers and
manufactures all-purpose Hy-Brid Lifts
brand of scissor lifts in electric, self-propelled
and push-around models.

Ryan Kolb joins Sennebogen

Allen Engineering Promotes Kyle Baker

Sennebogen has appointed
marketing veteran Ryan
Kolb to reinforce its support
to distributors and their
sales staff.
Sennebogen President
Constantino Lannes announced Kolb has joined
the head office team in
Stanley, North Carolina in
the newly created position
of marketing manager for
the Americas.
“Ryan has a very strong

Allen Engineering Corp. recently announced that Kyle Baker has been
promoted to national sales manager for
all sales operations in Canada and the
United States
Baker has more than 15 years of experience in the construction equipment
industry.
He started his career in equipment
sales working for some of Allen’s largest
dealers in Texas. He has worked for Allen
as a territory sales representative since
joining the company in 2014.
In his new position, Baker will be re-

track record for aligning
marketing tools and sales
efforts to achieve bottom
line results at every level,”
Lannes said.
An MBA graduate from
Pace University, Kolb held
several senior marketing
positions within a world- Ryan Kolb
wide industrial group over
the past 12 years, and fre“I was involved in
quently earned recognition launching a wide range of
there for successful, innov- new products in that time,”
ative marketing leadership. he said.

sponsible for managing, training and
recruiting all the Allen direct sales personnel as well as the independent sales
representatives that sell Allen Equipment
in the United States and Canada. Baker
will also be AEC’s main point of contact
for all field sales operations for dealer,
national and rental accounts promotions,
activities and events.
Allen Engineering Corporation (AEC)
is headquartered in Paragould, Arkansas. The company designs, engineers,
manufactures and markets concrete and
related equipment.
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Special limited-time financing offer! No payments for 120 days*

Caterpillar 336DL | Montreal
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John Deere 844J | Chilliwack

2017 John Deere 550K | Toronto
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Volvo G740 | Brandon

2015 Caterpillar 320ELRR | Chilliwack
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2017 John Deere 210G LC | Toronto

1 of 2 – Caterpillar D350E | Montreal

Caterpillar 330DL & Caterpillar 330BL | Lethbridge

61,115+ items in 145+ auctions including
Toronto, ON
Chilliwack, BC
Brandon, MB
Lethbridge, AB
Regina, SK
Montreal, QC
Saskatoon, SK

Mar 5-6
Mar 12
Mar 13
Mar 20
Mar 27
Mar 27-28
April 8-9

Grande Prairie, AB
Truro, NS

Apr 11-12
Apr 12

Bid in person or online

▸ No minimum bids or reserve prices
▸ Test and inspect on-site
▸ Open to the public, free registration
▸ Free registration

Like us for news, video & photos
facebook.com/RitchieBros
MV Dealer No. 4585592, MV Dealer #10539, Auction Company License #303043, Auction Company License #309645, Dealer License/ Licence de commerçant 69767.
*OAC. Terms & conditions apply. See rbauction.com/financing.

Financing & leasing available
Up to 100% financing, with no
money down.

More items added daily

Call about selling: 1.800.211.3983

See full auction & equipment listings at rbauction.com
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GRADER MACHINES ...

GREATER VALUE!
2012 CAT 14M

MOTOGRADER
3,060 HRS, ACCUGRADE
READY, 14’ M/B.

NOW $415,000
$115,000

$169,000

CALL

2017 CAT 313FL 905 HRS. 28” PADS, HP & MP
HYDRAULICS, CHOICE OF BUCKET.

2012 CAT 16M 9500 HOURS, 23.5R25 GOODYEAR
(80%), ARO, AUTO LUBE, OWNED BY HUB SINCE NEW.

$299,000

$329,000

2016 CAT 335FL CR 2,650 HRS. 10’6” STICK,
COUPLER, HP & MP HYD., PROLEC SCALE, BLADE.

2007 CAT M316D 3,437 HRS. CHOICE OF
BUCKET, AUX. HYD., GOOD CONDITION.

2015 CAT 730C 3,063 HRS, 23.5R25 TIRES,
TAILGATE, HEATED BODY.

2013 CAT 349EL V.G.

EXCAVATOR
4,700 HRS, U/C, 12’ 10” STICK, HP
TOOL CONTROL, Q/C, AUTOLUBE.

NOW $339,000
FROM $122,000
2015 BOMAGS BW213DH-4I (2) 595 & 675 HRS,
84” SMOOTH DRUM, A/C CAB.

$172,500

CALL

$249,500
2013 LBX 250X3LF 3,525 HRS., 60’ LONG REACH,
REBUILT 60” CLEANUP BUCKET.

2013 CAT D6T 4,850 HRS. VPAT, CARCO 70 WINCH,
NEW CAT CHAINS & SPROCKETS.

Sales • Rentals • Consignments
SALES
Evan Tzaras
etzaras@hubequipment.com
(416) 720-6280
RENTALS
Daryl MacLennan
rentals@hubequipment.com
(416) 930-6757

Since 1946

PRESIDENT
Tom Stevenson
tom@hubequipment.com
(416) 402-2749

2014 VOLVO A30G 3,750 HRS. WIDE TIRES,
TAILGATE, HEATED BODY.

(416)

236-5425

For our full listing of equipment visit

www.hubequipment.com

PUSHING YOUR
EQUIPMENT BUDGET
FURTHER SINCE 1946.
60 N. Queen St. Toronto, ON M8Z ZC4

COME ON DOWN
AND VISIT US!

CALL
NEW / UNUSED 2018 CS66B A/C CAB, 84”
SMOOTH DRUM W/ PADSHELL KIT INSTALLED.

